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1900 
 

LADY DOLLY:  [romantic opera]    Lib. Margery Browne; Mus. Alfred Hill 

# John Sands (Sydney), 1900. 

 This collaboration between Hill and Margery Browne, who had previously contributed the libretto to the comic opera 

Katherine (1900) by Guglielmo Lardelli, the story concerns an American girl engaged to an English duke. She becomes entangled 

in a ghost legend, much to the alarm of the duke's sister, Lady Dolly. The narrative unfolds the sinister influence of a Spanish 

mesmerist while containing within its dramatic action the pre-requisite of a love intrigue. 

 The Sydney Morning Herald notes that the production drew large audiences (7 Apr. 1900, 7), and that "the composer of 

Hinemoa would hardly fail to write [such] taking music and he has treated the incidents of Lady Dolly with no little variety and 

force... the choruses are excellent, and the ensembles are highly imposing" (Daily Telegraph ctd. Sydney Morning Herald 5 Apr. 1900, 

2). 

1900: Palace Theatre, Sydney; 31 Mar. - 7 Apr. 

  - Dir. Cecil Lawrence; Prod. Sydney Liedertafel. 

  - Cast: Harry Brewer (Darrent, Duke of Deancliffe), Mr Burns-Walker, (Lieut. Jack Forrest), William B. Beattie (Juan  

    Castello), W. D. Loughlin (Timothy Tate), Hettie Holroyd [aka Esta d'Argo] (Beryl Brooklyn), Bertha Caldwell (Lady  

    Dolly), Mabel Hastings (Penelope Pride), Meta Hayter (Mistress Marigold), Amy Creer (Dame Datchett). 
 

 "Musical and Dramatic Notes." Sydney Morning Herald 24 Mar. 1900, 4.     

 "Lady Dolly." Australian Stage Annual  2 (1901), 58.  

 "Palace Theatre - Lady Dolly." Sydney Morning Herald 2 Apr. 1900, 3. 

 Sydney Morning Herald 5 Apr. 1900, 2.  Advert. 
 

 
 

Sydney Morning Herald 7 Apr. 1900, 7. 
 

 

http://trove.nla.gov.au/ndp/del/page/1350994
http://trove.nla.gov.au/ndp/del/page/1351079
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THE TWO WORLDS: [play with music]  Txt Adapt. James Duff; Mus. Reginald D'Arcy-Irvine; Add Mus. Joseph  

 Summers 

 The history of this musical drama is littered with controversy, legal action and bitterness. Although on one hand it remains 

difficult to assess which one of the three resulting works is the definitive, or superior, version, the story behind the creation of 

each of The Two Worlds does make for fascinating reading. According to A. H. Kornweibel in his book on the history of music in 

Western Australia (Apollo and the Pioneers), the situation arose through conflict between the two original creators, composer 

Joseph Summers Ph.D., and a literary-minded Roman Catholic priest, Father James Duff.  Kornweibel notes, too, that the 

incidents hold a place in early Western Australian history not only for its oddity, but also for the unique nature of the litigation 

that arose from them.
1
  

 Dr Summers, who moved to Western Australia from Melbourne in early 1897 ("Amusements" 6), had previously established 

himself as a conductor and composer - one of his earliest known works is the 1867 cantata, Galatea Secunda, with a text by 

Richard Hengist Horne. Not long after settling in Perth, Summers met Father Duff, who had by then already begun working on a 

dramatic adaptation of Milton's epic poems Paradise Lost and Paradise Regained. Duff subsequently commissioned Summers to 

write music for the drama with a view to staging it for public performance in November 1900. Summers, in his memoirs, claims 

that he wrote thirty-four pieces of music for the work, although there was talk that only twenty-seven were to be used. Rehearsals 

were undertaken, and according to Summers there was a private performance held at the Bishop's Palace before a "distinguished 

audience." The collaboration had been far from harmonious, however. "Complaints, accusations, claims [and] arguments flew 

back and forth," writes Kornweibel (93), and on a number of occasions these were carried out publicly in the Western Australian. 

Before the proposed production could go ahead as scheduled, Father Duff pulled out of the collaboration, and subsequently 

engaged Reginald D'Arcy-Irvine, a local musician and music director to compose the needed music. Duff then began advertising 

that his "original dramatic oratorio in five acts," with special new scenery and music by D'Arcy-Irvine, was to be produced at the 

Theatre Royal (Perth) on 10 November 1900. The score is said to have been orchestrated by well-known musician David Cope, 

and the entire production was to be conducted under the baton of the D'Arcy-Irvine. 
 

 

 

 

West Australian (Perth) 29 Sept. 1900, 1. 
 

 

 

 

 

West Australian (Perth) 20 Oct. 1900, 5. 
 

 In a counter-strike, Dr Summers began advertising that the premiere of his own production of The Two Worlds would be held 

on 7 November at Queen's Hall, three days prior to his adversary's production. A legal injunction was sought by Duff, leading to a 

court case the following March in which issues concerning the ownership of the music, copyright and the misleading of the public 

became the major points of contention. In the mean-time Summers was forced to cancel his production while Duff's version went 

ahead as scheduled on 10 November.  The enmity between Summers and the Duff camp continued to spill into the public arena 

through a series of letters written by Summers and Duff's director, Harry Fitzmaurice. Summers' letter of 19 November sees him 

claim that the majority of the music for the Duff production was his, citing the following songs: "High Matter" (prologue), 

"Victorious King," "Glory to the Most High (sung by Darcia Barfield)," "Hail, Holy Light" (Frank Powell), "Hail Earth's New 

King," "Open Ye Everlasting Gates," "Hallelujah" and "Victory and Triumph," "Great are thy Works" and "Holy, Holy, Holy" 

(10). Fitzmaurice's reply in the following issue begged to differ, stating that while seven of the songs were Summers, the last two 

were in fact D'Arcy-Irvine's,
2
  and that "Open Ye Everlasting Gates" had been completed by D'Arcy-Irvine because Summers 

failed to finish it. Several other songs by Summers apparently had to be re-scored because he refused to hand over the 

instrumental parts (2). 

 Summers eventually won the legal case, although conditions relating to full disclosure were made by the presiding judge. 

Summers then took the offensive, claiming damages against Duff, and seeking to ensure that the priest did not use his music for a 

                                                           
1
  While some of the information contained in this entry is based on Kornweibel's account, there appears to be some departure in his book 

from evidence supplied through the West Australian. Unless otherwise noted all data provided is therefore from my own primary source 

research.  
2
  The West Australian review (12 Nov.) refers to a song called "Just are thy Ways" (which may be "Great are thy Works, Jehovah" with a 

different title) sung first by soprano, Hilda Harman and later by baritone, Mr Hudson. The same issue occurs with several other songs bearing 

similar titles - namely "Glory to the Most High" / "Glory to thy Father" and "Hail Earth's New King" / "Hail, God's Daughter."   

 



 

planned Eastern states production. This case was brought to trial in August 1901, but neither party established a clear-cut win. 

Early in 1902 Father Duff's drama was produced with D'Arcy-Irvine's music in Ballarat, Bendigo and Adelaide. It is unclear 

whether the work was artistically acclaimed, but notes that each of the productions was a financial loss. "As for Summers," writes 

Kornweibel, "he tells us in his published reminiscence that it 'scored a belated triumph. It was performed… by command of H. E. 

Governor Lawley at Government House, by the full company of Williamson's Royal Opera Company" (94). A record of this 

performance is yet to be uncovered, although as Kornweibel notes, "a Williamson Royal Opera Company did come to Perth in 

1903. Quite possibly the performance at Government House was a private one" (94). 

 With regard to the Duff/D'Arcy-Irvine production, the West Australian provides a quite in-depth critique of the libretto and 

its relationship with the original text. In this respect the critic indicates that Duff's input was "beyond ordinary criticism. With 

excellent taste and not a little constructive skill, Father Duff has used almost the insissima verba of Milton." The review goes on 

to note that Duff, without abandoning the words of the original - only doing so to a very slight extent - has succeeded in 

presenting a consecutive and readily intelligible narrative" (5). Reginald D'Arcy-Irvine's responsibility as composer is said to have 

included 25 songs, with an additional six being the work of Dr Summers. D'Arcy-Irvine conducted an orchestra of 14 local 

musicians. Kornweibel's account indicates that the orchestrations were undertaken by David Cope, but no record of his 

involvement in the 1900 production has been located in the West Australian.  Those pieces written by D'Arcy-Irvine included two 

(only) arias, "Satan's Lullaby" (sung by Harry Fitzmaurice) and "Just are thy Ways" (soprano version by Hilda Harman and 

baritone version by Mr Hudson), a wedding hymn, "Hail, God's Daughter (Hudson), "Ye Birds" (quartette), "Holy Lord God of 

Sabbath," "Glory to the Father" (Barfield). 

 The scenes included: Act 1. Sc 1. The Throne of Heaven; Sc 2. The North Plain of Heaven; Sc 3. Another Part of Heaven; Sc 

4. Chaos; Sc 5. Creation of the World; Sc 6. The Garden of Eden.  Act 2 comprised seven distinct scenes, including The Pool of 

Hell, The Palace of Pandemonium, The Gates of Hell and The Starry Heavens. The final act, which deals with the temptation of 

the saviour, involved artistic representations of Palestine.  

1900: Bishop's Palace, Perth; ca. Oct.  [private concert performance] 

  - M Dir. Joseph Summers. 

1900: Theatre Royal, Perth; 10- 17 Nov. 

  - Dir. Harry Fitzmaurice; M Dir/Cond. Reginald D'Arcy-Irvine; S Art. John Campbell; Orch Ldr. J. Thompson. 

  - Cast incl. Hilda Harmon, Harry Fitzmaurice (Lucifer), Mr Hudson, Frank Powell, Dacia Barfield, H.L. Barton, Maud  

    Hewson, T. Dunne. 

  - See also The Two Worlds (1902) and The Two Worlds (1903). 

 
   

 

 

West Australian (Perth) 17 Nov. 1900, 10. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 
 

West Australian (Perth) 19 Nov. 1900, 3. 
 



 

"Amusements." Age (Melbourne) 15 Jan. 1897, 6.      

 Fitzmaurice, Harry. "Two Worlds, The." West Australian (Perth) 19 Nov. 1900, 3. Letter. [see also J. Summers' letter] 

 Footlights. "Theatrical Notes." West Australian Sunday Times (Perth) 12 Aug. 1900, 13. 

 ---   "Theatrical Notes." West Australian Sunday Times (Perth) 21 Oct. 1900, 9. 

 Kornweibel, A.H. Apollo and the Pioneers. Perth: Music Council of Western Australia, 1973 (1973), 92-4. 

 "News  of the Week." Western Mail (Perth) 10 Nov. 1900, 42. 

 Summers, J. "Two Worlds, The." West Australian 19 Nov. 1900, 10. Letter [response to Harry Fitzmaurice] 

 "Theatre Royal - The Two Worlds." West Australian (Perth) 10 Nov. 1900, 6.       [see also advert. - 10 Nov. 1900, 1] 

 "Theatre Royal - The Two Worlds." West Australian (Perth) 12 Nov. 1900, 5.  

 "Two Worlds, The." West Australian (Perth) 5 Nov. 1900, 5.      

 "Two Worlds." Western Mail (Perth) 24 Nov. 1900, 64. 

"Two Worlds: Author and Composer at Variance – A Police Court Case." Inquirer and Commercial News (Perth) 7 Sept. 1900, 9. 

 "Two Worlds: An Interesting Performance. Father Duff's Sacred Drama, The." Western Mail (Perth) 17 Nov. 1900, 54. 

"Two Worlds in the Police Court: 'Satan's Lullaby'." West Australian (Perth) 6 Sept. 1900, 3. 

West Australian (Perth) 3 Nov. (1900), 1.  Advert.      [see also rehearsal notices - 20 Oct. 1900, 5; and  3 Nov. 1900, 5] 
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1901 

 

ARISTODEMUS:   [lyric drama]  Txt/Mus. G.W.L Marshall-Hall 

♪  Granger Museum, University of Melbourne [M-H 1/2 1-6] 

 An operatic-style music drama with its narrative concerning the birth of Hercules, Aristodemus was written during a period of 

intense turmoil for Marshall-Hall. Most traumatic was the death of his son, Herrick, in 1900. In addition to this, the composer 

became embroiled in a scandal surrounding the publication of a book of his poems, under the title Hymns Ancient and Modern 

(1898). At the same time he was also attempting to establish his own conservatorium in competition to the University of 

Melbourne, for whom he had been Ormond Professor since accepting the post in 1891.  

Although the libretto was published in 1900, the score was not completed until 1902, and thus the 1901 Melbourne 

Liedertafel concert contained only an extract from the opera - "The Birth of Hercules." This concert also featured the first 

performance in Australia of Brahms' Gesang Der Parzen (Song of the Fates).  

1901: Town Hall, Melbourne; 29 July   

  - Prod.  Melbourne Liedertafel; Cond. G.W.L. Marshall-Hall. 

  - Cast incl. Lovie Muller, E.A. Ure, August Siede, Members of the Melbourne Liedertafel. 
 

 "Amusements: Melbourne Liedertafel." Age (Melbourne) 30 July 1901, 7. 

 "Melbourne Liedertafel." Argus (Melbourne) 30 July 1901, 7. 

 Radic, Therese.  G. W. L. Marshall-Hall: Portrait of a Lost Crusader. Nedlands, WA: U of Western Australia P, 1982, v. pags. 

  
 
 

 
 

Argus (Melbourne) 29 July 1901, 10. 
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1902 

 

 MATHIS:  [opera]  Lib. C.M. Leumane; Mus. Ernest Truman 

 Given its world premiere at the Criterion Theatre, Sydney on 26 

July, Mathias is based on M.M. Erckmann-Chatrian's story Le Juif 

Polonais (The Polish Jew), which was first dramatized in English by 

F.C. Burnand as Paul Ziegers and later by Leopold Lewis as The 

Bells. The latter version was made famous in the United Kingdom by 

Henry Irving, and Scottish tragedian Walter Bentley was one of 

foreign several actors to find success with The Bells in Australia 

during the late 1800s. 

 The Sydney Morning Herald critic was cautiously supportive of 

Truman and Leumane's efforts, noting that at times both the book and 

music displayed exceptional refinement and worked together to 

support the drama. The critic was especially impressed by the first act 

intermezzo. Noting that there were some areas that needed further 

attention, he or she writes in this respect: Probably, as always happens 

with a new work, the author and composer will overhaul the second 

act, and in that case they should grasp a wider stage than Australia 

offers, the success so nearly in their reach. Every serious opera should 

have at least one big ensemble for chorus, orchestra and soloists, and 

this is another deficiency in the new work which the composer has the 

talent to remedy. Mathias nevertheless had a deservedly encouraging 

reception ("Criterion Theatre," 4). 

 Selections of the work appear to have been presented to a private 

audience some time previous to that date,  however, with the Sydney 

Morning Herald noting that the portions had excited admiration when 

rendered by the Amateur Orchestral Society under Signor Hazon. The 

orchestra for the Criterion season comprised some 30 musicians, while 

the chorus involved another 24 individuals. 

 A par published in the Sydney Morning Herald's Music and Drama" column in 1905 records that there was a probability that 

the work would be accepted for the Riccordi All-World Grand Opera Competition. The writer goes on further to say that the Milan 

committee, including Signor Riccordi and M. Jules Massenet, had approved of the work ("Music and Drama," 4). 

1902: Criterion Theatre, Sydney; 26-31 July 

  - Dir. C.M. Leumane; M Dir. Archibald Fraser; S Art. Sydney Blake; Cost. Miss Batham and Assistants. 

  - Cast: C.M. Leumane (Mathias), Annie Perry (Annette), Hugh Huxham (Christian), Ed Farley (Heinrich), Bertha  

    Fanning (Catherine), T.H. Rainford (the Polish Jew). 
 

 "Criterion Theatre: Mathias." Sydney Morning Herald 28 July 1902, 4. 

 "Music and Drama."  Sydney Morning Herald 8 July 1905, 4. 

 "New Opera Mathias." Sydney Morning Herald 14 July 1902, 5. 
 
 

* THE TWO WORLDS:  [play with music]  Txt Adapt. James Duff; Mus. D'Arcy-Irvine 

 The history of this musical drama is littered with controversy, legal action and bitterness. Although on one hand it remains 

difficult to assess which one of the three resulting works is the definitive, or superior, version, the story behind the creation of 

each of The Two Worlds does make for fascinating reading. According to A.H. Kornweibel in his book on the history of music in 

Western Australia (Apollo and the Pioneers), the situation arose through conflict between the two original creators, composer 

Joseph Summers Ph.D. and a literary-minded Roman Catholic priest, Father James Duff.  Kornweibel notes, too, that the incidents 

hold a place in early Western Australian history not only for its oddity, but also for the unique nature of the litigation that arose 

from them. 

 Dr Summers had moved to Western Australia from Melbourne, where he had previously established a high profile reputation 

as pianist, composer, conductor and music director. One of his earliest known works is the 1867 cantata, Galatea Secunda, with a 

text by Richard Hengist Horne. Not long after settling in Perth Summers met Father Duff, who had by then already begun working 

on a dramatic adaptation of Milton's epic poems Paradise Lost and Paradise Gained.  Duff subsequently commissioned Summers 

to write music for the drama with a view to staging it for public performance in November 1900. Summers, in his memoirs, claims 

that he wrote thirty-four pieces of music for the work, although there was talk that only twenty-seven were to be used. Rehearsals 

were undertaken, and according to Summers there was also a private performance held at the Bishop's Palace before a 

"distinguished audience." The collaboration had been far from harmonious, however. "Complaints, accusations, claims [and] 

arguments flew back and forth," writes Kornweibel (93).  Before the proposed production could go ahead as scheduled, Father 

Duff pulled out of the collaboration, engaging Mr Reginald D'Arcy-Irvine, a well-known Perth-based musician and music director 

to compose the needed music. Duff then began advertising that his "original dramatic oratorio in five acts," with special new 

scenery and music by D'Arcy-Irvine, was to be produced at the Theatre Royal (Perth) on 10 November 1900. The score had been 

orchestrated by well-known musician David Cope, and the entire production was to be conducted under the baton of the 

composer. 

 
 

Sydney Morning Herald 26 July 1902, 2. 
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 In a counter-strike, Dr Summers began advertising that the premiere of his own production of The Two Worlds would be held 

on 7 November, three days prior to his adversary's production. A legal injunction was sought by Duff, leading to a court case the 

following March in which issues concerning the ownership of the music, copyright and the misleading of the public became the 

major points of contention. Summers won the case, although conditions relating to full disclosure were made by the presiding 

judge. Summers then took the offensive, claiming damages against Duff, and seeking to ensure that the priest did not use his 

music for a planned Eastern states production. This case was brought to trial in August 1901, but neither party established a clear-

cut win. 

 Early in 1902 Father Duff's drama was produced in Ballarat, Bendigo (Victoria) and Adelaide (South Australia). Interestingly 

D'Arcy-Irvine's name is not mentioned in any publicity leading up to or during the short Adelaide season and only  four previews 

have been located which credit the composer's name.
3
 None of the subsequent reviews of the premiere do this, suggesting that 

Duff did all he could to distance his play from D'Arcy-Irvine. While his name is similarly missing from the Victorian tour 

publicity, D'Arcy-Irvine's reputation as a Melbourne composer/musician saw him given more representation within coverage of 

the Victorian tour. Reviews from Ballarat and Bendigo are mixed in their response to the play. The Ballarat Star was restrained in 

its view of the text but found much to praise with the musical score ("Two Worlds, 6), while the Bendigo Independent saw the 

production as "unique," and having succeeded because Duff had avoided the obvious pitfalls ("Two Worlds," 2). The Bendigo 

Advertiser suggested on the other hand that "the fair house" was received with mingled feelings": 
 

To many it was quite a revelation. so bold was the departure from accustomed channels. Others, possibly more thoughtless, 

came away regretting that there was not more brightness and lightness in it, as if a religious portrayal should furnish the form 

of entertainment that appeals to the craving for operatic vapouring of a whimsical nature ("Royal Princess's, 2). 
 

Following its Adelaide premiere, staged under the auspices of Wilson Forbes dramatic company, the Advertiser's theatre 

critic noted that the libretto was the result of many months of careful study of Milton's original work. The review goes on to note, 

however, that while "the dramatist's purpose was certainly ambitious; it was also well-nigh impossible," and that in "choosing 

such a theme for representation on the stage Father Duff was… "ill-advised, for the subject matter is surely too sublime and sacred 

for such treatment… the structure of the drama, too, is crude and unconvincing." The performances of the actor/singers were seen 

as suffering from too little life in their characters, apart from harry Fitzmaurice in the role of Lucifer/Satan ("Theatre Royal," 6). 
The Evening Journal was even less conciliatory, describing the event as "a travesty of a sacred subject, and [that[ for the audience 

it was "in some respects rather suggestive of an over-wrought pantomime" ("Crumbs," 3). The Argus reports that "the performance 

did not meet with a good reception" and that the audience was "particularly demonstrative towards the finish" ("South Australia," 6). 

Although the season was advertised as beginning Saturday 1 March and extending over the following "following nights," the 

Wilson Forbes and the Royal's lessee made the decision to end the season on the Monday night, which supports A.H. 
Kornweibel's claim that the tour sustained a financial loss.  

"As for Summers," writes Kornweibel, "he tells us in his published reminiscence that his eventual version 'scored a belated 

triumph. It was performed… by command of H.E. Governor Lawley at Government House, by the full company of Williamson's 

Royal Opera Company'" (94). A record of this performance is yet to be uncovered, although as Kornweibel notes, "a Williamson 

Royal Opera Company did come to Perth in 1903. Quite possibly the performance at Government House was a private one" (94). 
 NB: See also The Two Worlds (1900) and The Two Worlds (1903). 

1902: Regional Victoria tour; ca. Jan-Feb. 

- Director Wilson Forbes; S Art. John Campbell. 

  - Troupe: Wilson Forbes Dramatic Company. 

  - Cast incl. Ada Lawrence, Harry Fitzmaurice, Augustus Glover 

  - Itinerary incl.  Ballarat (His Majesty's Theatre; 27-28 Jan.) • Bendigo (Royal Princess's Theatre; 10-11 Feb.) 

1902: Theatre Royal, Adelaide; 1, 3 Mar. 

  - Cast and production mostly as for Victorian tour. Producer/Lessee F.H. Pollock. 
    

 
 

Advertiser (Adelaide) 25 Feb. 1902, 2 

 

                                                           
3  See "General News." Southern Cross (Adelaide) 7 Feb. (1902), 9; "The Two Worlds." Advertiser (Adelaide) 24 Feb. (1902), 7; 

"Amusements: Theatre Royal." Evening Journal (Adelaide) 24 Feb. (1902), 4; and "At the Play. Shows to See." Critic (Adelaide) 1 Mar. (1902), 

10. 
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"Amusements: The Two World." Express and Telegraph (Adelaide) 25 Feb. 1902, 2.  

 "Crumbs." Evening Journal (Adelaide) 3 Mar. 1902, 2. 

"Entertainments: Musical and Dramatic." Adelaide Observer 8 Mar. 1902, 25. 

Kornweibel, A.H.  Apollo and the Pioneers. Perth: Music Council of Western Australia, 1973 92-4. 

"Royal Princess's Theatre." Bendigo Advertiser 11 Feb. 1902, 2. 

"South Australia." Argus (Melbourne) 3 Mar. 1902, 6. 

"Theatre Royal." Advertiser (Adelaide) 3 Mar. 1902, 6. 

"Theatre Royal – The Two Worlds." Evening Journal (Adelaide) 25 Feb. 1902, 3. 

"Two Worlds." Ballarat Star (Vic) 17 Jan. 1902, 6. 

"Two Worlds." Ballarat Star 28 (Vic) Jan. 1902, 6. 

"Two Worlds – A Mystery Play, The." Bendigo Independent (Vic) 29 Jan. 1902, 2   [re: Ballarat production] 

"Two Worlds: A Unique Production, The." Bendigo Independent (Vic) 11 Feb. 1902, 2. 
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1903 
 

TAPU; THE TALE OF A MAORI PAHLI:   [romantic opera] Lib. Arthur H. Adams and J.C. Williamson;  

 Add Lib. David Souter; Mus. Alfred Hill 

 A two act opera adapted from Arthur H. Adams Maori play (ca. 1897), with music by Alfred Hill, Tapu was initially 

successful in helping the young writer to obtain a two year contract in Australia as J.C. Williamson's literary secretary. Despite his 

enthusiasm for the opera Williamson did not stage the work himself until 1904, however, and then under controversial 

circumstances. The first production of Tapu was therefore undertaken in New Zealand in 1903 by the Pollard Opera Company, 

which had only recently returned to New Zealand from South Africa following the breakout of the Boer War. Pollard also toured 

the work through Tasmania in 1904. It is believed that the opera may have been produced in South Africa sometime soon 

afterwards, although a disastrous fire in Durban, South Africa, which saw the company lose its wardrobe, scenery, scripts and 

music (including Tapu) may have either prevented it or cut short the number of times it was presented in the country.  

 When Williamson finally gave the go-ahead for an Australian production Adams had already left his employment, but 

retained the rights to the work. The 1904 version (staged only in Sydney and Melbourne) was quite different from the original, 

however, having had its libretto adapted and revised by Williamson and David Souter. Further to this it seems that the libretto 

underwent some degree of revision even between the Sydney and Melbourne seasons. Interestingly, Souter's name was not 

included in the advertised credits. According to John Mansfield Thomson, "in Alfred Hill's eyes the Pollard production of Tapu 

was the best" (Thomson, 82).  

 According to the Sydney Morning Herald the story deals with the adventures of John Smith, an Australian politician in New 

Zealand who tangles with a Maori tohunga (priest). The romantic interest, and indeed the focus of the narrative action, comes 

about through Mara, a "Katisha" who has been declared 'tapu' or sacred. Any man who touches her must either marry her or die - 

and apparently many have been prepared to meet death cheerfully" ("Maori Opera," 10). Charles Norman, in When Vaudeville Was 

King,  records that Williamson engaged Souter to both re-work Adams' original story in the romantic opera style and to delete a 

number of scenes containing political and satirical comment.  The political skits and scenes were in particular viewed by 

Williamson as being a hindrance to the success of the work. One might assume for example that lines such as we will "kill and 

cook Australian politicians who [come] to New Zealand with the intention of running the two countries under one government" 

(136), might not have gone over too well with contemporary Imperialist sensibilities. Although these pieces were written into the 

libretto by Adams they were not part of his original play. The Melbourne Age music critic also notes that while "a broad, 

caricature of a well-known politician was a leading feature of the show as it was given in New Zealand and in Sydney… all that is 

changed now as far as possible, in deference probably to Mr Reid's exaltation to the dignified rank of Prime Minister" ("Her 

Majesty's," 6). 

 Both the Sydney Morning Herald and Age critics were in agreement that the opera's greatest failing was in the area of the 

libretto. The Herald records, for example that "it is true that the scheme of the libretto introduces an unfortunate element of the 

commonplace, and that an incongruous political figure is so employed as to suggest pantomime where all else is genuine comic 

opera" ("Maori Opera," 10). The Age review is, on the other hand, somewhat more caustic. "The book is a farrago of nonsense far 

exceeding in absurdity what even a prolonged course of plays without plots had prepared us to look for. Not only is the story 

vague and incoherent to a quite unusual degree, but the lines that performers - poor, luckless wights [sic] - have to speak literally 

scintillate with points that like Euclid's, have neither parts not magnitude, and have about as much chance of raising a smile" ("Her 

Majesty's," 6). 

 In relation to the music, Alfred Hill was also asked to revise and augment the 

music to the revised libretto. In this respect the critics were also agreed that Hill's 

deft compositional hand had often excelled. "It is really a pity to see so much good 

music wasted," wrote the Age critic. "Not only is the music good in itself, but it is 

well scored and well 'served up'" (ibid, 6). The Herald records that Hill had rightly 

relied "upon the fine voices of the company, and upon the perfect control of them 

shown by M. Leon Caron" and had "contrived a great deal of ensemble music." In 

particular the critic pointed to the composer's fascinating use of six-measure phrases 

instead of the customary four or eight. "A further peculiarity consists in the fact that 

the first beat of the bar is generally filled in by a gesture or stamp of the foot, the 

voices entering upon the second beat. The strong rhythmic colouring thus given to 

the melodious choral pieces is very marked" ("Maori Opera," 10). Songs and dances 

known to have been written for the opera are: "Hail, Mighty Politician," "Poi 

Dance" "Bicycle Song," "Bedelia," "A Woman's Wistful Heart," "No Love Like the 

Old Love," "I Wonder," "A Happy Family," "Nobody Takes the Chances,' "The 

Terrible Law of Tapu," and "O Mara, Your Heart is a Garden." One of the biggest 

highlights was also the Maori "Haka," of which on critic wrote: "an almost 

indescribable savage outburst; an ethnologist rather than mere musical critic should 

be turned on to do justice to so typical and 'nationalistic' a performance" ("Her 

Majesty's," 6). 
           

Alfred Hill 

www.folksong.org.nz. 
 

According to an article in the Sydney Morning Herald Williamson was specifically interested in developing the opera for the 

London market ("Music and Drama," 6). The Napier Daily Telegraph reports, too, that Williamson had gone so far as contacting Mr 

Taranaki Te Ua of Hawkes Bay seeking to make arrangements for the engagement of twelve Maoris to join a Tapu company he 

 
 



 

contemplated sending to Europe for a twelve month tour (qtd. in 'Music and Drama." Brisbane Courier, 14). Although Williamson did 

in fact take copies of the libretto and score to England where it was favourably considered by Robert Courtneidge (lessee of 

London's Shaftesbury Theatre), the death soon after of King Edward put the project on hold, and interest in the opera eventually 

diminished.  

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Costume designs by Will R. Barnes for the 1904 Australian productions. 

See National Library of Australia for all 52 watercolour paintings. 

 

 The novelty of the choreography for the 1903 and 1904 productions (this included the Maori haka and poi dances), and the 

exotic setting of the story no doubt played their part in bringing the opera a modicum of success at the Australian box-office. The 

Theatre Magazine seems to have deemed the opera worthy of a Sydney revival less than a year or so after it played there, 

suggesting that "handled with a built up libretto [a revival] should [yield] many shekels" (Jan. 1906, 9). However, despite this 

critical support, there would be no revival of Tapu until some fifty years later, when it was staged by the Sydney Musical Society.  

 New Zealand newspaper Free Lance (Wellington) provides insight into the principal characters originally conceived by 

Adams and Hill:  
  

Miss Gertie Campion (Fay Chrysaha) and Mr. D. O'Connor (John Smith) have leading parts as two operatic stars 

whose civilian dress has been seized by distrustful creditors while they were on the backblocks stage, and who, 

therefore, in their fancy dress, find refuge in the Maori pah. Smith is mistaken for the Commonwealth delegate, 

and is honoured accordingly. He also captures the fancy of Mara, a Maori maiden, whose lover (Tonga), in 

jealous retaliation, makes love to Chrysalia. 
 

The New Zealand-based website Folk Song website provides a useful summary of the  
 

Mara, a proud young Maori woman, was the heroine of this comic opera dealing with Maori life and Maori 

customs…. In the style of Gilbert and Sullivan comic operas, its storyline took a certain amount of license with 

time and place as it followed the adventures of Fay Chrysalis and John Smith, two operatic singers travelling on 

a shoestring through the central North Island. Their everyday street clothing is seized by creditors while they are 

performing on a backblocks stage, so when they find refuge at the pah of the "Ngati Maniapotos" (just below Mt 

Tarawera by the Pink and White Terraces!!!), they are still dressed in their fancy stage costumes. As a result, 

Smith is mistaken for the visiting Australian politician "George Wright"
4
…  and is honoured accordingly. Smith 

also captures the fancy of Mara, whose lover Tonga, in jealous retaliation, starts courting Chrysalis. These 

lovers' quarrels afford scope for several lyric numbers, including a lovers' quartette and a quarrel duet between 

Mara and Fay. The aging husband-hunter Makutu and the wise tribal chief Taniwha add to the twists of the plot. 

The lovers' quarrels are eventually settled and wedding ceremonies are arranged. The real George Wright turns 

up, but finds himself scheduled as the food for the wedding breakfast, until saved by Makutu.  
 

In a statement to the Theatre Magazine, published in March 1914, Hill recounts his disappointment with the financial 

rewards of being an Australian opera composer, and the problem of securing a good libretto. "There is no money in writing music, 

absolutely none. What have I made out of my compositions? I received ₤100 from the late J.C. Williamson for the producing 

                                                           
4  The character George Wright is an allusion to Australian politician Sir George Reid (Federal leader of the Free Trade/Anti-Socialist Party) 

who in 1903 was attempting to persuade New Zealand to go into federation with Australia 

http://nla.gov.au/nla.obj-138711328


 

rights and half the music rights of Tapu. As you know, the opera didn't succeed. Mr Williamson had always faith in the music, but 

he couldn't get a satisfactory libretto. The Moorish Maid also suffered from a bad book… Apart from the little I got out of [it], and 

the straight-out fee I received for Tapu, composition has brought me nothing" (qtd. in McCreadie "Some Backgrounds" 196). 

1903: Opera House, Wellington (NZ); 16-21 Feb.     [6 pfm] 

  - Dir. Tom Pollard; Prod. Pollard Opera Company; Cond/M Dir. Alfred Hill; S Art. John Brunton. 

  - Cast incl. Gertie Campion (Fay Chrysaha), D. O'Connor (John Smith), Connie Buttel (Mara), Nellie Wilson (Makutu,  

    Maori prophetess), Mr Aylmer (Tonga), John Ralston (Tanawha).  

1903: Hobart; n. details 

  - Cast and production mostly as for previous Wellington season. 

1904: Her Majesty's, Sydney; 9-29 July    [19 pfms] 

  - Dir. Henry Bracy; Prod. J. C. Williamson; M Dir/Cond. Leon Caron; S Art. John Brunton and George Dixon; Chor.  

    Minnie Everett; S Mngr. Spencer Barry; B Mngr. G.L. Goodman. 

 - Cast incl. George Lauri (George Wright), Florence Young (Mara), Reginald Roberts (Tonga), John Ralston (John  

   Smith), Maud Chetwynd (Tawera), Evelyn Scott (Fay Chrysalis), Haigh Jackson (Ika), W.B. Beattie (The Honorable  

   Claude), Nellie D. Wilson (Makutu), Sara Hyman (Molly), Nellie Wilson (Polly), Olive Godwin (Dolly), Belle Gross  

   (Folly), Mr Watts (a Slave), S. Leslie (Uenukukopaka), R. Holden (Haroatetaiengungura).  

1904: Her Majesty's Theatre,  Melbourne; 20-31 Aug. 

  - Cast and production mostly as for previous Sydney season. 

1954: Conservatorium of Music, Sydney; 21-23 Jan. 

  -  Prod. Sydney Musical Society. 
 

 "Footlight." "Dramatic and Musical. Free Lance (Wellington, NZ) 21 Feb. 1903, 21. 

 "Her Majesty's Theatre." Sydney Morning Herald 9 July 1904, 9.    [see also advert.  

- 9 July (1904), 2] 

 "Her Majesty's Theatre - Tapu." Age (Melbourne) 22 Aug. 1904, 6. 

 "Her Majesty's Theatre - Tapu." Argus (Melbourne) 22 Aug. 1904, 6. 

 McCreadie, Andrew D. "Alfred Hill (1870-1960): Some Backgrounds and Perspectives  

for an Historical Edition." Miscellanea Musicologica : Adelaide Studies in  

Musicology 3 (1968), v. pags. 

 "Maori Opera - Tapu." Sydney Morning Herald 11 July 1904, 10. 

 "Music and Drama." Sydney Morning Herald 2 July 1904, 4. 

 "Music and Drama." Brisbane Courier 18 Nov. 1905, 14. 

"Music and Drama." Sydney Morning Herald  22 Dec. 1917, 6.     [re: David Souter,  

The Rajah of Shivapore and Tapu] 

 Norman, Charles.  When Vaudeville was King. Melbourne: Spectrum, 1984, 135-6. 

 "Royal Comic Opera Company." Sydney Morning Herald 30 July 1904, 14. 

 Thomson, John Mansfield. Oxford History of New Zealand Music: 1840-1890. (1991).  

v. pags. 
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* THE TWO WORLDS:  [play with music]  Txt Adap/Mus. Joseph Summers 

 The history of this musical drama is littered with controversy, legal action and bitterness. Although on one hand it remains 

difficult to assess which one of the three resulting works is the definitive, or superior, version, the story behind the creation of 

each of The Two Worlds does make for fascinating reading. According to A. H. Kornweibel in his book on the history of music in 

Western Australia (Apollo and the Pioneers), the situation arose through conflict between the two original creators, composer 

Joseph Summers Ph.D. and a literary-minded Roman Catholic priest, Father James Duff.  Kornweibel notes, too, that the incidents 

hold a place in early Western Australian history not only for its oddity, but also for the unique nature of the litigation that arose 

from them. 

 Dr Summers had moved to Western Australia from Melbourne, where he had previously established himself as a composer - 

one of his earliest known works is the 1867 cantata, Galatea Secunda, with a text by Richard Hengist Horne. Not long after 

settling in Perth Summers met Father Duff, who had by then already begun working on a dramatic adaptation of Milton's epic 

poems Paradise Lost and Paradise Gained.  Duff subsequently commissioned Summers to write music for the drama with a view 

to staging it for public performance in November 1900. Summers, in his memoirs, claims that he wrote thirty-four pieces of music 

for the work, although there was talk that only twenty-seven were to be used. Rehearsals were undertaken, and according to 

Summers there was also a private performance held at the Bishop's Palace before a "distinguished audience."  The collaboration 

had been far from harmonious, however. "Complaints, accusations, claims [and] arguments flew back and forth," writes 

Kornweibel (93).  Before the proposed production could go ahead as scheduled, Father Duff pulled out of the collaboration, 

engaging Mr Reginald D'Arcy-Irvine, a Perth-based musician and music director to compose the needed music. Duff then began 

advertising that his "original dramatic oratorio in five acts," with special new scenery and music by D'Arcy-Irvine, was to be 

produced at the Theatre Royal (Perth) on 10 November 1900. The score had been orchestrated by well-known musician David 

Cope, and the entire production was to be conducted under the baton of the composer. 

 In a counter-strike, Dr Summers began advertising that the premiere of his own production of The Two Worlds would be held 

on 7 November, three days prior to his adversary's production. A legal injunction was sought by Duff, leading to a court case the 

 
 

https://paperspast.natlib.govt.nz/newspapers/NZFL19030221.2.7
http://trove.nla.gov.au/ndp/del/page/1331017
http://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/article/201656417
http://trove.nla.gov.au/ndp/del/page/337735
http://trove.nla.gov.au/ndp/del/page/1331038
http://trove.nla.gov.au/ndp/del/page/1330936
http://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/page/1551755
http://trove.nla.gov.au/ndp/del/page/1260867
http://trove.nla.gov.au/ndp/del/page/1331260


 

following March in which issues concerning the ownership of the music, copyright and the misleading of the public became the 

major points of contention. Summers won the case, although conditions relating to full disclosure were made by the presiding 

judge. Summers then took the offensive, claiming damages against Duff, and seeking to ensure that the priest did not use his 

music for a planned Eastern states production. This case went to trial in August 1901, but neither party established a clear-cut win. 

 Early in 1902 Father Duff's drama was produced, presumably with a score by D'Arcy-Irvine, in Ballarat, Bendigo and 

Adelaide. It is yet unclear how the work was received by the critics, but Kornweibel notes that the tour sustained a financial loss. 

"As for Summers," writes Kornweibel, he tells us in his published reminiscence that it "scored a belated triumph. It was 

performed… by command of H.E. Governor Lawley at Government House, by the full company of Williamson's Royal Opera 

Company" (94). A record of this performance is yet to be uncovered, although as Kornweibel notes, "a Williamson Royal Opera 

Company did come to Perth in 1903. Quite possibly the performance at Government House was a private one" (94). The only 

primary source identified to date relating to Summers' version of the drama is an advertisement he placed in the West Australian in 

early July 1902. In this he reminds performers to attend a rehearsal at Government House (Ballroom entrance) at 3 o'clock (5 July 

1902, 1). The advertisement also seems to suggest that The Two Worlds would be staged at the Theatre Royal on the "26
th
 

instance." Again, no record of any performance of the opera at the Royal has yet been located. 
 NB: See also The Two Worlds (1900) and The Two Worlds (1902). 

1903: Government House, Perth; n. details 

  - Troupe:  Williamson's Royal Opera Company. 
 

Kornweibel, A.H.  Apollo and the Pioneers. Perth: Music Council of Western Australia, 1973 92-4. 
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1905 
 

KING DODO   [comic opera]  Lib Adapt. Frank Pixley; Add Lib/Mat. Winfield Blake and John F. Sheridan;  

 Orig Mus. Gustav Luders; Add Mus incl. Frederick W. Weierter  

 King Dodo, originally written by Frank Pixley and composed by Gustav Luders as a musical comedy, was given its world 

premiere in New York at Daly's Theatre in 1902. The 1905 Australian version, essentially an adaptation was first staged in the 

country by John F. Sheridan during his season at the Criterion Theatre in Sydney.  The new libretto was written by John Francis, 

with additional material contributed by John F. Sheridan and Winfield Blake - the latter being responsible for "The Dialogue 

Adventure" in Act II.  One of the main differences between the Australian and American versions is that Sheridan attempted to 

create a piece more in the line of comic opera than musical comedy.  

 The narrative is played out over two acts - Act 1 being set largely in "The King's Palace" and Act 2 being set in Queen Lilli's 

Palace in Spoojuland. The comedy of the piece is founded on the action of King Dodo who orders a royal proclamation that all 

clocks in his kingdom be set back thirty years. The action of the story begins then with a number of his subjects discussing the 

confusion outside the Dodo Arms. Several of the Sanchez the Innkeeper's patrons, for example, are refusing to pay  their bills 

because according to the new system they haven't yet been born, while he himself has kicked out his termagant wife, telling her he 

is now too young to be married. Additional humour is created when King Dodo directs his subjects to feel free to criticise him 

without fear of punishment - but only when he has taken off his crown. If they should do so when the symbol of sovereignty has 

been restored to his head… then woe betide the poor fool! When King Dodo determines to get hold of an elixir of youth he 

threatens the Court physician, Dr Fizz with death should he fail. Dr Fizz eventually produces two mixtures for the King to try - but 

he decides to test them on the cheap by using his Court historian. All seems well when the first mixture unbends the historians 

back and cause him to dance wildly around the court. The second mixture, however, blows him to smithereens, and the good 

doctor is sentenced to execution. Before this can happen, one of the King's soldiers, Piola, persuades him to try the waters of a 

special spring in nearby Spoojuland. This leads the story to the palace of Queen Lilli's, with whom the king falls in love. 

Eventually order is restored in Dodo's kingdom when the Queen proves to King Dodo that she loves him for who he is and that 

age has no bearing on that love. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
John F. Sheridan in King Dodo at the Criterion 

Sydney Mail and New South Wales Advertiser 21 June 1905, 1561. 

 

1902: Daly's Theatre (New York, USA); 12 May- 

1905: Criterion Theatre, Sydney; 10-24 June     [13 pfms] 

  - Dir/Prod/Lse. John F. Sheridan; M Dir/Cond/Arr. Frederick W. Weierter; S Art. George Campbell; Cost. Lincoln  

    Stuart Ltd; Chor. Minnie Hooper; Mngr. Alec Verne. 

 - Cast incl. John F. Sheridan (King Dodo), Maude Amber (Lilli, Queen of Spoojuland), Winfield Blake (Piola, a soldier  

   of the King), Heba Barlow (Annette, Daughter of Sancho), Heloise Austa (Angela, Ward of King Dodo), Rupert Julian  

   (Dr Fizz, Court Physician), George Tutton (Pedro, Court Chamberlain), D'Allan Clarke (Mudge, Court Historian),  

   Thomas Curran (Sancho, the Innkeeper), Robert Noble (Pursuivant, to King Dodo), Mr Curran (Bohilla, Commander  

   to Queen Lilli), Nellie Huntley (Coralie), Bert Rowley (Deigo), Thomas Hood (Lopez), Horace Jardine (Jose), George  

  



 

   Burnett (Unio, an agitator), Alf Thornton (Jeppo), Little Gulliver (Arizona Pete, a wooden Indian/The Baby Elephant),  

   Elsie Beetham and Elsie Wilson (Herald to the King), Myra Wood and Irene Jones (pages). Corps De Ballet:  Stella  

   Tate, Muriel Williams, May Bradley, Elsie Wilson, Cissie Hunter, Mabel Mitchell, Rose Massey, Rene Seaton, Gertie  

   Rowland, Ruby Hooper, Queenie MacDonnell. 

 - Musicians incl. Samuel White and Frank Eugarde (leaders). 
 

 "Amusements: King Dodo at the Criterion." Evening News (Sydney) 12 June 1905, 8. 

"In the Orchestrals." The Theatre: An Illustrated Monthly (Sydney) 1 June 1905, 5. 

 "King Dodo at Dalys."  New York Times (USA) 13 May 1902, 9. 

 "King Dodo at the Criterion." Sydney Morning Herald 12 June 1905, 3. [see also advert. 10 June 1905, 2, and prev. 10 June 1914, 14] 

 "Music and Drama." Sydney Morning Herald 24 June 1905, 4. 

'Theatres: Criterion – King Dodo." Sunday Times (Sydney) 11 June 1905, 2. 
 

 

A MOORISH MAID: [aka QUEEN OF THE RIFFS]  [comic opera]  Lib. J. Youlin Birch; Add Lib.  

 David Souter (1910); Mus. Alfred Hill 

 Resembling "one of the burlesques of 50 years ago brought up to date, with better music and more modern allusions" 

("Moorish Maid," Sydney Morning Herald, 4), this comic opera, first performed in New Zealand, revolves  around romance set amidst 

an exotic background of Arabs, Nubian slaves and rogues. The story begins with the capture of Princess Hashmas by La Zara and 

her brigands and her rescue at the hands of the dashing Prince Omar. Later, whilst recovering from the wounds he received in the 

battle, the prince sends his steward Gastro as his ambassador to the princess's family to arrange a love match. Gastro assumes his 

master's identity, however, and aspires to the hand of the princess. Described as an 'over-dressed little wretch, timid and 

impudent,' the steward is not only already engaged to one woman, Mena, but also finds himself with a third love interest - La 

Zara. This situation is said to have provided a number of comedic interplays. Vaudeville-style entertainment was also incorporated 

into the 1906 Sydney production through the presence of the Bovis brothers who presented a skit burlesquing melodrama. 

 The libretto by J. Youlin Birch, a theatre critic for the New Zealand Herald, was roundly criticized by the Sydney Morning 

Herald theatre critic who suggested that "degenerated public taste, rather than any deliberate intention on the part of … Mr 

Birch… must be held responsible for the form in which Alfred Hill's new opera won success." The review went on to note that 

since it premiered in New Zealand the libretto had been "reformed with an asses head" (ibid, 4). The same critic also described 

Hills score as considerably lower in standard than his previously successful opera Tapu. The Theatre: An Illustrated Monthly, 

while less vitriolic in its criticism, also drew attention to what it called "a rather disjointed story… so interspersed with jokes 

(many of them of doubtful years) and variety turns that the best part of the libretto serves now only as a medium for introducing 

green comedians who do the rest." Concerning the score, the critic suggested that while "always bright and tuneful… it is in a very 

different vein from the author's Taper [sic] and Lady Dolly" ("Moorish Maid," 19). Both critics did, however, agree that A Moorish 

Maid satisfied the public's expectations, with the Theatre reporting, for example, that "the general effect of the venture is a good 

evening's amusement as testified by the volumes of laughter and applause… by an audience which packed the theatre in every 

part" (ibid, 19). 

 The Sydney Morning Herald critic writes of Alfred Hill's score: "He has designedly written to please the general ear with 

light and graceful themes, and only once, in a splendid aria for La Zara, does he rise to the full height of his powers, though at 

time his dainty employment of Eastern colouring reminds the audience of the original scope of the work… the patter-songs and 

comic numbers possess a more distinctive vein of melody than is usual in pieces of this kind" ("Moorish Maid," 4).  Songs known to 

have been written for A Moorish Maid are: "Only Myself to Blame" (Gastro); "A Little Moorish Maid" (Mena); "I've Travelled" 

(patter song, Gideon Gay); "Gay Paree" (duet, Marie and Gastro); "Loverland" and "See O'er the Mountains" (La Zara); "Come to 

the Brigands' Retreat" (Prince Omar); "A Brigand Am I" (Elferino), "Moorish Carnet Dance and Chorus" (Princess Hashma and 

chorus) and the "Ly Ly" chorus. A review of the 1910 revival also mentions Princess Hashma's solo song, "I am Thy Captive." 

 Hill revived the operetta in New Zealand in 1907, with comedian Fred H. 

Graham helping to produce it. Three years later Hill inserted some new 

ensemble numbers into the work and conducted the orchestra for its 1910 

Christmas revival. Some additional material for this production was also 

supplied by writer/librettist, David Souter. Although essentially an amateur 

production, Hill was able to engage four professionals to take on major roles, 

with Madame Slapoffski as La Zara, Arthur Appleby as Prince Omar, Tom 

Cannam as Gastro and emerging actress, Marcia Boulais (who revived her role 

as Mena for the 1913 Repertory Theatre season). 

 On 23 January 1913 a private performance, to an audience of some 150 

people, was presented at the White Room of the Savoy Hotel by Alfred Hill's 

representative, Mr Cunningham Bridgeman. Members of the audience included 

the High Commissioner of New Zealand, Sir Joseph Ward, Lady Ward, and 

Lady Plunkett. During the same year advertisements appeared in the Sydney 

Morning Herald (ca. Feb/Mar) calling for amateur actors and singers to take 

part in a production of the comic opera under the auspices of the City Operatic 

Society, a joint venture between the Austral Operatic Society and the City of 

City Musical Comedy Company.
5
 A production was eventually staged by the 

Repertory Theatre Society at their newly renovated Sydney theatre in 

Grosvenor  Street,  with  Alfred  Hill  acting  as  both  producer  and conductor.  

                                                           
5  See Sydney Morning Herald 15 Feb. 1913, 2; and 3 Mar. 1913, 3, for example. 

 
 

Sydney Morning Herald 28 Apr. 1906, 2. 
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Involving some 75 or more performers, the revival was part of a series of fund-raising activities organised to get the venue up and 

running as a permanent operation. The advisory board for the Repertory Theatre Company included Arthur H. Adams, David H. 

Souter and Alfred Hill. 

 In a 1914 Theatre interview Hill drew attention to the insufficient financial rewards for Australian composers, and the 

problems relating to poor libretti, matters he experienced first-hand with his operas Tapu and A Moorish Maid: 
 

There is no money in writing music, absolutely none. What have I made out of my compositions? I received £100 from the 

late J.C. Williamson for the producing rights and half the music rights of Tapu. As you know, the opera didn't succeed. Mr 

Williamson had always faith in the music, but he couldn't get a satisfactory libretto. The Moorish Maid also suffered from a 

bad book and even as it was we took £1000 in a week with it in Auckland, and it did the same thing in Wellington…. Apart 

from the little I got out of this, and the straight-out fee I received for Tapu composition has brought me nothing (qtd. in 

McCreadie, 196).  
 

1905: His Majesty's Theatre, Auckland (NZ); 26 June - 

  - Dir. Fred Graham; Cond. Alfred Hill. 

  - Cast incl. Fred Graham (Gastro), Lillian Tree (La Zara), Miss Dent, Marion Mitchell (Mena), Sissy Sandford,  

    Archdale Taylor, Hamilton Hodges. 

1906: Palace Theatre, Sydney; 28 Apr. - 5 May 

  - Dir/Prod. George Stephenson; Cond. Alfred Hill. 

  - Troupe: George Stephenson's English Musical Comedy Company. 

  - Cast incl. Rosina Buckmann (La Zara, chiefainess of the Ruffians), Charles Albert (Prince Omar), Edward Lauri  

    (Gastro), May Garstang (Mena), Charles McNaughton (Gideon Gay, the Divorcer General), Mabelle Morgan (Princess  

    Hashma), Roland Watts-Phillips (Zuleika), Harold Reeves (Elferino, Lieutenant of  the Ruffians), Charles Bovis  

    (Heavy Leed), William Bovis (Freddy Buff), May Beattie (Marie).  

 -  A Moorish Maid marked the farewell Australian appearances of May Beatty, Edward Lauri, Charles McNaughton and  

   May Garstang, who all sailed for England in late May. 

1907: His Majesty's Theatre, Dunedin (NZ); 5-14 Dec. 

  - Dir. Fred H. Graham; Cond. Alfred Hill. 

  - Cast incl. Rosina Buckman. 

  - The cast consisted of professional actors in the main roles, with the minor roles and chorus made up of local amateurs. 

1910: Royal Standard Theatre, Sydney; 26 Dec. – ca. Jan. 

  - Dir/Chor. Ruby Hooper; Cond. Alfred Hill; Orch Ldr. Cyril Monk; S Art. Leader Williams. 

  - Cast incl. Madame Slapoffski (La Zara), Arthur Appleby (Prince Omar), F. Oakden Brookes (Elferino, Tom Cannam  

    (Gastro), Marcia Boulais (Mena), Sidney Price (Alli Mehemet), Zara Wolinski (Princess Hushma), Vivian Ross-Brown  

    (Zulieka), Ruby Guest (May), Clarice Buckman (Theta), Valette Sydney (dancer). 

1913: White Room, Savoy Hotel, London (England); 23 Jan.   [private performance as Queen of the Riffs] 

  - Cast incl. Rosina Buckman.  

1913: Repertory Theatre, Sydney; 18-28 July 

  - Prod Repertory Theatre Society; Cond. Alfred Hill; Orch Ldr. Julia Moran; Chor/Dir. Ruby Hooper; S Art. Leslie  

    Williams; Mngr. Downes Johnstone. 

  - Cast incl. Muriel Barton (La Zara), Frederick Asmussen (Prince Omar), Vivien Ross-Browne (Zulieka), Marcia  

    Boulais (Mena), Jack Walsh (Gastro), Sydney Van Gilder (Ali Mehermet), F. Oswald Aarons (Elferino), Kathleen  

    O'Brien (Princess Hushma), Eva Pitt (May). 

 -  From 21 July Miss Clarence F. Terry replaced Muriel Barton as La Zara; Beta Rattray replaced Marcia Boulais as  

   Mena; and Nina Webb replaced Vivian Ross-Browne as Zulieka. 

 -  Advertising in the Sydney Morning Herald highlights Marcia Boulais' revival of Mena, the Moorish maid, "a part in  

   which she made such a remarkable success in the previous production of this opera" (19 July 1913, 2).  

 -  The Repertory Theatre was previously known as Federation Hall. 
 

 McCreadie, Andrew D. "Alfred Hill (1870-1960): Some Backgrounds and Perspectives for an Historical Edition." Miscellanea  

  Musicologica: Adelaide Studies in Musicology 3 (1968), v. pags. 

 "Moorish Maid, A." Sydney Morning Herald 30 Apr. 1906, 4. 

 "Moorish Maid, A." Sydney Morning Herald 19 July 1913, 23. 

 "Moorish Maid, A." The Theatre: An Illustrated Monthly (Sydney) May 1906, 19. 

 "Music and Drama." Brisbane Courier 19 Nov. 1910, 12.   

 "Music and Drama." Sydney Morning Herald  28 Apr. 1906, 4. 

 "Music and Drama." Sydney Morning Herald  15 Mar. 1913, 4. 

 "Repertory Theatre, The." Sydney Morning Herald 28 July 1913, 3. [see also prev. - 7 July 1913, 4; and advert. - 12 July 1913, 2] 

 "Repertory Theatre: A Moorish Maid, The." Sun (Sydney) 19 July 1913, 2.  

 Theatre: An Illustrated Monthly, The (Sydney) 15 July (1905), 5.      

 Theatre: An Illustrated Monthly, The (Sydney) May 1906, v. pags.  Photographs.      

 Theatre: An Illustrated Monthly, The (Sydney) 1 Oct. 1907, 9; 1 Nov. 1907, 6.      
 

 

THE COQUETTE; OR, A SUICIDE POLICY:  [comic opera]   Lib. W.J. Curtis and John I. Hunt; Lyr. W.  

 J. Curtis; Mus. W. Arundel Orchard 

 Gilbert Cameron (a baritone) is in love with the indifferent Nanette (a soprano).  In a fit of despair he joins the Suicide Club, 

and is selected to die at his very first ballot, but changes his mind and flies to Colombo. He (and for diverse reasons several others 

in the company), is pursued by the Suicide Club who seek his death. Eventually captured Gilbert is about to be put to death when 
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the intercession of Lady Bloomsbury gains his reprieve by her suggested alteration of the Club's rules from "and he on whom the 

Fates decide, within three months time must suicide" to "must take a bride." 

Based on a libretto by W.J. Curtis, a young amateur actor and member of the junior bar, with additional material by 

journalist/essayist John I. Hunt, this was the first of two comic operas composed by W. Arundel Orchard in collaboration with 

Curtis - the other being The Emperor (1906). The pair also produced the cantata, Uller the Bowman (1913) and the opera, Dorian 

Gray (completed in 1916 but never staged as a while work). 

 Of the music, Sydney's Daily Telegraph observed that "whatever success comes of the new opera is derived mainly from its 

music… [the composer] displays a gift of melody and harmony which finds expression, for example, in such tuneful ballad music 

as the solo for soprano in the first act, "Love And Duty," or the sparkling trifle, "If I Were You," a quintette in graceful dance 

measure or the rousing toast song in the last act… Mr Orchard has dealt lightly with his orchestra, so that the voices are never 

overweighted." The same critic reports that the "libretto is distinctly the weak part of the work. The lyrics possess no 

overwhelming literary merit and their metre is halting here and there" (ctd. "Musical and Dramatic Notes," 9). 

  
 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 

In its review of the opening night, the Sydney Morning Herald suggests that "The Coquette, as it stands would represent the kind 

of comic opera which runs for about fifty nights in London, which is tantamount to admitting that it is not equal to the only 

standard with which Australian playgoers are acquainted. That is to say [it] would be quite favourably reviewed by the London 

critics… but it would never reach Australia. The only pieces with which our audiences are acquainted are those which have made 

gigantic successes in London" ("Palace Theatre" 8). A critic writing for the Theatre: An Illustrated Monthly also tended towards a 

more positive approach to the opera, describing the production as an event of almost national importance: 
 

Despite the belief to the contrary, a local product suffers in no way by comparison with the imported article, in fact, placed 

beside some recent alleged comic operas which have been foisted on Australian audiences, the new work is miles above 

them, both from a musical and literary standpoint. The book… displays a certain amount of originality though lacking 

somewhat in comedy… Mr W. Arundell Orchard's music is tuneful, bright and original, and what is most gratifying, 

appropriate, the music seemingly suggests the surroundings and words. His choruses are a regular musical feast of harmony, 

though at times extremely complicated (12). 
 

Interestingly, a number of songs from The Coquette were re-interpolated into another (unproduced) music theatre work - The Man 

in the Moon (1907) 

1905: Palace Theatre, Sydney; 28 Aug. - 2 Sept.    [6 nights and a matinee] 

  - Cond. W. Arundel Orchard; Chor. Minnie Hooper.  

  - Cast incl. Minnie Regan (Nanette), Mary Allen (Lady Bloomsbury), W.J. Curtis (Jeremy Pimble), S.A. Gorden  

    (Gilbert), Cuthbert Sancroft, H. Blandford Wright, J.C. McKeown (Percival Pryington), W.D. Loughlin, Clare  

    Lyttleton (Vivienne Vanburgh).  

  - The entire cast numbered some 100 performers, including a chorus of some fifty amateurs. 
  

 

 
 

Clare Lyttleton as Vivian Vanburgh 

The Theatre: An Illustrated Monthly 

(Sydney) 1 Sept. 1905, 13. 

 

W.J. Curtis as Jeremy Pimble. 
The Theatre: An Illustrated 

Monthly (Sydney)  1 Sept. 1905, 

12. 

 
 

 

Sydney Morning Herald 28 Aug. 1905, 2. 



 

 

"Amusements." Evening News (Sydney) 21 Aug. 1905, 8. 

"Amusements: The Coquette." Freeman's Journal (Sydney) 26 Aug. 1905, 26. 

"An Australian-made Opera: The Coquette." World's News (Sydney) 26 Aug. 1905, 11. 

"Coquette, The."  The Theatre: An Illustrated Monthly (Sydney) 15 Aug. 1905, 14. 

 "Coquette, The."  The Theatre An Illustrated Monthly (Sydney) 1 Sept. 1905, 12. 

"Coquette at the Palace Theatre, The." Evening News (Sydney) 29 Aug. 1905, 7. 

"Coquette; Or, A Suicidal Policy, The." Sydney Mail and New South Wales Advertiser 30 Aug. 1905 571. 

 "Musical and Dramatic Notes." West Australian (Perth) 9 Sept. 1905, 9. 

 "Music and Drama." Sydney Morning Herald 22 July 1905, 4. 

 "New Comic Opera." Australian Town and Country Journal (Sydney) 30 Aug. 1905, 10. 

 Orchard, W. Arundel. The Distant View. Sydney: Currawong, 1943, 29-31. 

 "Palace Theatre - The Coquette." Sydney Morning Herald  29 Aug. 1905, 8. 
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1906 
 

THE EMPEROR:  [comic opera]    Lib. W.J. Curtis; Mus. W. Arundel Orchard 

 The second Orchard/Curtis collaboration, the first being The Coquette (1906), The Emperor is set in Rome during the time of 

the Caesars. The story concerns the adventures of a gladiator named Tintax who poses as a marble statue, and on revival is 

reverently recognised as Apollo by the credulous art-students. A sub-plot concerns Felicia who desires to marry Porus, and a 

sculptor, Serius, who has similar designs on Aurelia. They bribe the masquerading Tintax to break the authorised match.  

 Described as "the event of the past month," the work was seen by a critic from the Theatre: An Illustrated Monthly as "a very 

welcome addition to the brief list of Australian made operas." Accompanied by Orchard's "captivating music" the "well defined… 

[and] genuinely witty" narrative is said to have proved amusingly effective." The same critic went on further to record that "Mr 

Curtis has written some excellent lyrics, and his dialogue is bright and pungent, and in the second act the lines on "life," previous 

to the quintette, have a sound philosophical ring, that shows that the author is a keen observer of human nature" ("Australian 

Manufactured," 12).  

 Concerning the music, the Theatre notes that while "Mr Orchard has scored his music perhaps with too heavy a touch in 

some places… the effect is to add a graceful dignity thoroughly in keeping with the period of the opera. Speaking generally the 

vocal music is tuneful and free from involvement, and one of its characteristics is the abundance of well defined melodies, while 

the orchestration throughout is decidedly pleasing, and occasionally rises to a high plane of merit" (ibid, 12). Songs known to have 

been written for the work are: "The Scent of the Twilight Roses" (sung by Laurel Noakes), "The Vision" (McKeown), "The 

Monarch of Wine" (Gordon), "Love's Arithmetic" (Menser), "Students of Art" and "The Invocation" (chorus).  

 Both the composer and librettist were called before the audience after the premiere production, with part of W.J. Curtis' 

curtain speech being reported in the Theatre: 
 

There were no prophets in one's country, and if possible fewer profits even than that - [to much laughter]… at a later date 

they hoped to stage the piece in London, and there reap the reward of their labour. [The] principles and chorus had worked 

like Trojans without return of any kind, and he felt that he owed them a debt of gratitude it would be impossible to repay. 

[Cheers] He knew many friends who would be glad to learn that, in spite of an outlay of about £400 for the week's season, no 

loss had resulted. [Cheers]  ("Australian Manufactured," 13). 
 

Curtis' reference to the paucity of prophets/profits may well have been in response to comments published in the Sydney Morning 

Herald following the previous year's premiere of The Coquette. The paper's observation in relation to the quality of that original 

Australian production and the local audiences, was that it represented "the kind of comic opera which runs for about fifty nights in 

London,  which is tantamount to admitting that it is not equal to the only standard with which Australian playgoers are acquainted. 

That is to say [it] would be quite favourably reviewed by the London critics… but it would never reach Australia. The only pieces 

with which our audiences are acquainted are those which have made gigantic successes in London".
6
 

1906: Palace Theatre, Sydney; 7 Nov. -  8 Dec. 

  - Cond. W. Arundell Orchard; S Art. Harry Smith; Chor. Minnie Hooper; S Mngr. A. MacNicol Turner; Cost. Harriet  

    Balton [Batham?]. 

  - Cast incl. Laurel Noakes (Aurelia), J.C. McKeown (Porus), S.W. Gordon, Rubie Menser, E.H. Fahy (Tintax), Meta  

    Haytor (Aurora), G. Marsh Little (Augustus, Emperor of Rome), Mr Sussmilch (Furious Cursor), A. Pope (Pius  

    Cinna), O.U. Nickless. 

 - Musicians incl. F. Mowat-Carter (lead violin). 

  - The cast also included a chorus of some fifty members. 

  - The season was extended by one night (the 8
th

) in order to provide a benefit to W. Arundell Orchard "in recognition of  

    his efforts to establish comic opera in Australia" (Theatre Magazine Dec. 1906, 7). 
 

 "Australian Manufactured Opera." The Theatre: An Illustrated Monthly (Sydney) 1 Dec. 1906, 12-13. 

 "Emperor, The." The Theatre: An Illustrated Monthly (Sydney) Nov. 1906, 19. 

 "Emperor: A New Work by Local Authors." The Theatre: An Illustrated Monthly (Sydney) Oct. 1906, 15. 

 "New Opera - The Emperor." Sydney Morning Herald 3 Nov. 1906, 14. 

 "New Opera - The Emperor." Sydney Morning Herald 8 Nov. 1906, 8. 

 Theatre: An Illustrated Monthly, The (Sydney) 1 Feb. 1907, 7, 14.  Photographs.      
 
 

PARSIFAL; OR THE REDEMPTION OF KUNDRY:  [play with music]  Txt. Thomas Hilhouse Taylor  

 [aka Toso Taylor]; Mus. Christian Helleman 

#  Angus and Robertson (Sydney), 1906. 

#  Lothian (Melbourne), 1907. 

 Described as a "romantic mystery drama founded on ancient legends and stories of the grail," and as "a colossal spectacular 

of mythological splendor," this verse play with music is an adaptation of Wagner’s Parsifal ("Parsifal," 24 Dec. 1906, 3). The 

production, which required some 180 stagehands, ran for 51 packed performances in Sydney alone, managed to exceed the 

immense splendor of previous extravaganzas such as Djin Djin and Matsa to become J.C. Williamson's most ambitious project to 

that date. Ian Dicker, in his biography of the entrepreneur notes that although not Williamson's only production by an Australian 

playwright, it was "quite his most successful" (152), an observation which is amply supported by the critical responses to the 

production.  

 

                                                           
6
  "Palace Theatre - The Coquette." Sydney Morning Herald  29 Aug. 1905, 8. 
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 The advent of Parsifal on the Australian stage came about despite the attempt by Wagner to place an embargo on his opera 

being performed anywhere but in the theatre he had purpose built in Bayreuth (Germany). With the precedent for ignoring the 

composer's wished having occurred when the New York Metropolitan Opera staged a production in 1903, Williamson, along with 

partners George Tallis and Gustavo Ramaciotti, decided to stage a version of the story in Australia without the composer's original 

music. The Reverend Thomas Hilhouse Taylor [aka Toso Taykor], who had previously written several pantomime librettos, along 

with a number of dramatised religious and Biblical stories, was engaged to write the new text. The Theatre Magazine records that 

in order to establish copyright ownership of the Taylor text, Williamson arranged a reading of the work on Tuesday morning of 22 

May 1906 at Her Majesty's Theatre, Melbourne.  The reading was undertaken by members of the Tittell Brune company (13). 

 Staged in four acts and ten scenes, the drama is drawn from a 13
th

 century poem which tells of a guileless fool, Parsifal, who 

releases Kundry, the woman who supposedly mocked Jesus on the cross, from having to endlessly wander the earth.  Taylor 

departed from Wagner's approach by turning Kundry ("the cursed one") into a more central figure in the story. It is her 

redemption, then, that becomes the thematic impulse around which the narrative operates.  The production was not without its 

detractors, however. Actress/evangelist, Ada ward, who had recently created a stir in the acting profession by claiming that an 

actress could not be a Christian, publicly denounced the production as anti-Christian ("Music and Drama" 13). 

 The musical score by Christian Helleman, a Sydney-based conductor/musical director and organist, who at the time was 

conductor of the Enmore Choral Society, consists mostly of incidental music (which included arrangements of some of excerpts 

from Wagner's original opera). The production did, however, contain several songs and dances, notably those performed by 

Kundry - "the singing and dancing medieval temptress who sought goodness, love and marriage with Amfortas, one of the White 

Knights, but who was bound to obey every wish of the evil sorcerer Klingsor." The wizard is eventually defeated after Titurel, the 

King of the Holy Grail, sends forth his son Amfortas, to attack Klingsor's castle armed with the Sacred Spear  (Brisbane, 148). 

 Set within a world of mythological and medieval splendor, the production utilised the most up-to-date lighting and 

mechanical techniques available. The fourth act of the extravaganza culminated in a massive scene of destruction whereby the 

castle of Kingsor was destroyed by earthquake - temples and pillars crashed to earth with thunderous roars while the lighting 

highlighted a panoramic visual spectacle as the sky was filled with swiftly moving clouds. The Theatre indicates that Williamson 

had it in mind to attempt to replicate the splendor of the New York Opera production, which cost a reported ₤16,000 (13). 

1906:  Her Majesty's Theatre, Sydney; 22 Dec. 1906 - 15 Feb. 1907 [51 pfms] 

  - Prod. J.C. Williamson, George Tallis and Gustavo Ramaciotti; M Dir. Christian Helleman; S Art. John Gordon, W.R.  

    Coleman and W. Little; Props. Rock Phillips; Cost. Emily  Nathan; Chor. Minnie Everett. 

  - Cast incl. Minnie Tittell Brune (Kundry), Thomas Kingston (Parsifal), Vivian Edwards, Gaston Mervale, J.B.  

     Atholwood, John Beauchamp, Harry Sweeney, T.W. Lloyd, Stanley Walpole, Lawrence Harding, H.H. Reeves,  

     Percy Coward, Mr Mervale, Nellie Ferguson, Nellie Calvin, Susie Vaughan. 

 - This production was advertised as being presented for "the first time on any stage" (Sydney Morning Herald 22 Dec.  

    1906, 2), 

1907: Her Majesty's Theatre, Melbourne; to ca. Apr/May. [5 week season] 

  - Cast and production mostly as for Sydney season. 
 

 Brisbane, Katherine. Entertaining Australia. Sydney: Currency, 1991, 148. 

 Dicker, Ian. J.C.W: A Short Biography of James Cassius Williamson. Rose Bay, NSW: Elizabeth Tudor, 1974, 151-2. 

 [Editorial]. The Theatre: An Illustrated Monthly (Sydney) Mar. 1907, 3.   

 Kelly, Veronica." "J.C. Williamson Produces Parsifal; Or, The Redemption of Kundry." Theatre History Studies 15 (1995), 161-81. 

 "Music and Drama." Brisbane Courier 5 Jan. 1907, 10.       [see also: 23 Mar. 1907, 13; and 27 Apr. 1907, 13] 

 "Parsifal." Sydney Morning Herald 24 Dec. 1906, 3. 

Theatre: An Illustrated Monthly, The (Sydney) July 1906, 13. 
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1907 
 

Following the success of  The Coquette (1905) and The Emperor (1906),  W.J. Curtis and W. Arundel Orchard collaborated on 

another music theatre work, taking much of the music from their first comic opera and interpolating it into a new libretto. Titled 

The Man in the Moon; Or, A Trip to the Moon, the new work appears to have been completed but no production is believed to 

have eventuated. A manuscript version is held in the "Papers of Dr. William Arundel Orchard (1867-1961). National Library of 

Australia [MS 5782]. 
 

__________ 
 

LADY NORA:  [comic opera]  Lib. Harry Taylor; Mus. Charles W. MacCarthy 

 Dr Charles MacCarthy premiered Lady Nora at Her Majesty's Theatre, Sydney in June 1907 for copyright purposes. He had 

previously been encouraged to complete and produce the work by the late Leon Caron. The plot, which has its dialogue written in 

prose verse by Harry Taylor, concerns a rising young sculpture and his sweetheart. 

 The first act is set in London, and included scenes in an artist's studio and at a charity ball held in a fashionable house. The 

second act transfers the narrative to a residence beside the Upper Lake of Killarney. 

The Sydney critics were generally positive in their assessment of the opera's merits, despite the production being essentially a 

reading with vocal performances (the participants read from scripts and did not act). The Evening News review records, for 

example: 
 

Dr. Charles MacCarthy, whose skill in painting and modelling is well known has carried his artistic temperament into the 

domain of opera. He has composed a work which, with an adequate cast and appropriate dressing, should become extremely 

popular…. The general impression was that the score contains many graceful melodies, and much richly harmonised 

orchestral and choral music ("Lady Nora," 6). 
 

The Sydney Morning Herald's music critic also said of the work, which was presented before a large crowd of invited guests: 
 

Generally speaking the dialogue suggested rather old-fashioned romantic drama, the slight plot dealing with the love of 

Gerald Desmond (baritone), a rising young sculpture, for Lady Nora Riverston, with the generosity of Cornelius A. Grunther, 

of Chicago, in paying £10,000 to rescue the hero from the clutches of Samuel Slim, moneylender, and with various 

complications, in which a sporting Johnnie, a prospective pillar of the church, a variety artist, a dancer, a model, and certain 

society ladies were concerned ("Comic Opera," 3). 
 

The Herald also records that the opera contained 37 musical numbers. Those identified to date are: "Oh Beloved, Come 

Again" The Hunting Chorus (march), "The Fleeting Joys of Spring," "When Shadows of Evening Fall," "Come Let's Be Dancing," 

"Joyous and Gay," "The Language of the Rose," "The Great Society Introducer," "Joy Bells," "Nora, Asthore," "Dance of the 

Fairies," "Evening Bells" (quintet), a cakewalk, and "Happy Young Lovers." 

    The possibility of a professional staging of Lady 

Nora was raised on a number of occasions in the 

press over the next few years, with Charles Moody, 

of the Moody-Manners Opera Company expressing 

interest in the work.
7
 No such event has yet been 

located, however, despite the work having been 

regarded by a number of critics and producers as 

deserving of such an honour. MacCarthy's daughter, 

Maude, indicates in 1908 that the libretto had been 

re-written and "the whole plot generally smartened-

up" ("Sydney Letter," 26). 
NB:  MacCarthy's surname was often spelled McCarthy in newspaper articles and reviews. 

1907: Her Majesty's Theatre, Sydney; 22 June 

  - Cond. J.T. Gresty 

  - Cast: Mrs E. Truman, Emily Marks, Josie Miles, May Morris Smith, W. Burns-Walker,  

     Sydney T. Price, W.H. Parkinson, Arthur Noble, George English, Edmund Duggan, S.A.  

     Fitzgerald, Hubert Lewis, Miss Moloney, Miss McCarthy, Mrs E.A. Leonard.  

- Copyright production, by arrangement with J.C. Williamson. 
 

"Cat Chatter." Sydney Sportsman 26 June 1907, 5. 

"Comic Opera: Lady Nora." Sydney Morning Herald 24 June 1907, 3.  

"Dr Chas. W. McCarthy's Comic Opera, Lady Nora: A Pronounced Success." Advocate (Melbourne) 29 June 1907, 21. 

 "Dr C. W. McCarthy's Opera: Success of Lady Nora – The Composer Scores a Triumph." Freeman's Journal (Sydney) 27 June  

  1907, 8. 

"Lady Nora." Sunday Times (Sydney) 23 June 1907, 2. 

"Lady Nora: A New Comic Opera." Evening News (Sydney) 24 June 1907, 6. 

"Lady Nora: A New Comic Opera by Dr McCarthy." Catholic Press (Sydney) 27 June 1907, 23. 

"Lady Nora: Dr McCarthy's Comic Opera." Australian Star (Sydney) 24 June 1907, 3. 

"Sydney Letter." Table Talk (Melbourne) 14 May 1908, 26.  

 

                                                           
7  See for example: "Sydney Letter." Table Talk (Melbourne) 14 May 1908, 26; and Orpheus. "Mimes and Music." Evening Post 

(Wellington, NZ) 20 Nov. 1909, 11. 

 
 

Sydney Morning Herald 22 June 1907, 2. 

 

 

Charles W. McCarthy 

Catholic Press (Sydney) 27 

June 1907, 23. 
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THE GREY KIMONA:  [children's operetta]  Lib. D.H. Souter; Mus. F. Wynne-Jones 

# William Brooks and Co., 1902 

 Described as a "Japanese opera" The Grey Kimona was first staged by juveniles under the direction of Meynell and Gunn as 

the first part entertainment at Adelaide's Theatre Royal (the second part being a selection of short moving pictures). The storyline 

involves the Damio of Kissi-Kissie who decrees that until his daughter, Kissie-mie) is married no one in his kingdom shall be 

allowed to kiss – the punishment being execution. The machinations of the plot then revolve around a group of American tourists 

"who have come to exploit the music halls of the country" ("Theatre Royal," 9). 

 The introduction of the American variety entertainers provided ample opportunity with the storyline for the introduction of 

songs, dances and comedy routines. Songs from the operetta include: "I Know a Little Push Around the Corner," "Nod Your Head 

My Jappo Dolly," "When the Fish Don't Bite," and "A Little Boy and an Apple Green." 
 NB: Advertisements for the 1907 Adelaide season indicate that The Grey Kimona was being produced on the Australian stage for the first 

time. The William Brooks publications (held in both the National Library of Australia and State Library of NSW) are both cited as being 

published in 1902, however. It is unclear if this is an error on the part of one or both libraries or whether the publication itself contains a 

typographical error. 

1907: Theatre Royal, Adelaide; 28 Sept.- 4 Oct.  

 - Prod. Clyde Meyell and John Gunn;  M Dir. F. Wynne-Jones; Chor. Minnie Everett. 

 - Cast incl.  Florence Dickinson (Damio), Rosie Fitzgerald (Kisi-mei), Arby Sinclair (Allan Love), Harry Le Breton  

   (executioner), Paddy Nugent (executioner's assistant), Margo Dickinson ("the boss"), Queenie Williams. 
 

 "Theatre Royal, The." Advertiser (Adelaide) 30 Sept. 1907,  9. 

 

 
 

Adelaide Advertiser (Adelaide) 28 Sept. 1907, 2. 
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1909 
 

In 1908 W.J. Curtis and composer W. Arundell Orchard (The Coquette, 1905 and The Emperor, 1906) collaborated on the 

cantata
8
 Uller, the Bowman. It was given its premiere performance at a concert by the Sydney Liedertafel at the Sydney Town 

Hall on 8 September 1909 under Orchard's conductorship. Three years later the score was published in London by Laudy and Co 

(a German edition was also published). In response to this publication Ulla the Bowman was revived several times in 1913, with 

two performances in Sydney and one (possibly two) in Brisbane. Each concert was performed by the respective city's Liedertafel 

Society. A Sydney Morning Herald music and drama critic, in writing about the lack of due recognition paid to "the Australian 

worker in musical art," said of Curtis and Orchard's effort: "It is worth a good many of the customary 'tuneful' cantatas which so 

frequently have acceptance, and for no reason other than they come from England." Concerning the work itself, the critic wrote: 
 

Mr Curtis has written an uncommonly good poem, in which the old Norse battleground of the gods and the giants is deftly 

and gracefully exploited for the story of Uller, god of winter, and Skadi, daughter of a storm giant, [while] Mr Orchard's 

music sets the poem out in male chorus, soprano and baritone soli, and orchestral accompaniment. It has music vigour and 

picturesqueness where the descriptive passages are called for, while the love episode of Scardi is handled with much feeling. 

The chorus is provided throughout with grateful work, and the orchestral score is always well wrought and musicianly. It is 

good to find a Sydney composition on the London market by virtue of its merits."9  

 

__________ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
8  A precise definition of a cantata is difficult to ascertain as its meaning changed over time. In Australia during the late nineteenth and early 

twentieth centuries a cantata was understood to be a choral composition, either sacred (resembling a short oratorio) or secular (as a lyric drama 

set to music but not to be acted). For this reason Uller the Bowman is not entered in this chronology as a music theatre work but rather as an 

historical note. 
9  "Music and Drama." Sydney Morning Herald 1 Feb. 1913, 6. For further details, including selected reviews and articles, see the Australian 

Variety Theatre Archive's "W.J. Curtis" entry or "Uller the Bowman" in AustLit: The Australian Literature Resource.  
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1910 
 

 Sydney-based pianist and composer, George F. Boyle, is reported to have had his cantata, The Pied Piper of Hamlyn, 

accepted by Chappell and Co for publication. Set for production in early 1911, despite the fact that Boyle himself would be in 

America (having accepted a position as professor at the Peabody Conservatory); the Sydney Morning Herald notes that the cantata 

would be produced under the baton of Henry Wood and with the Queen's Hall Choral Society. It is further noted that another of 

Boyle's cantatas, Don Ramiro, had also been accepted for publication by Chappell and Co.
10

 

 

________ 

 
A KNIGHT FOR A DAY:  [musical comedy]  Lib. Robert B. Smith; Mus. Raymond Hubbell, Fritz Hart 

# J.C. Williamson (Firm) Archives. National Library of Australia.  [manuscripts] 

 Fritz Hart came to Australian in 1909 as music director for J.C. Williamson's Royal Comic Opera Company. One of his first 

original works to be staged in the country was a re-working, with new additional music, of the 1907 two act musical farce, A 

Knight for a Day (1907). Originally written by Americans Raymond Hubbell (composer) and Robert B. Smith (librettist), A 

Knight for a Day had premiered at Wallack's Theatre, New York City in December 1907, going on to become a resounding hit 

(Bordman, 281). In "The Honour Roll of Popular Songwriters: No 29 Raymond Hubbell," Jack Burton, records that the farce also 

held the "all-time Chicago record for long runs" up until that time (34). 

 Hart's Royal Comic Opera Company revival premiered in Australia at Her Majesty's Theatre, Sydney on 9 July 1910. The 

Sydney Morning Herald gives an account of the narrative in its review of the premiere: 
 

There- is just sufficient of a story in the piece to justify the introduction of the characters. A wealthy gentleman, in, 

recognition of a service rendered him, parts with two lockets which, in the event of the young couple fortunate enough to 

possess them becoming united, will secure to them rich estates in Corsica. The holders of the lucky trinkets are a Corsican 

youth in search of an affinity - which he finds in the daughter of a knight - and a University student, who is in love with the 

daughter of the principal of a ladies seminary at Illinois. Realising that their happiness is at stake, they resolve to get rid of 

the lockets which eventually find their way into the hands of a one-time waiter masquerading as a knight and a slavey who 

becomes this wife ("Knight for a Day: Musical," 6). 
 

In the same edition  another review suggests that although described as a musical farce, "the term is scarcely comprehensive 

enough. The play is a sort of olla podrida, for the authors have furnished a mixture embracing burlesque extravaganzas, 

pantomime, rollicking farce, picturesque ballets and a resplendent transformation scene. It abounds in absurd situations" ("Knight 

for a Day," 3).  

1907: Wallack's Theatre, New York City (USA) 16 Dec. 1907 – ca. 1908 

1910: Her Majesty's Theatre, Sydney; 9-22 July  

  - Dir. Alex Butler; Prod. J.C. Williamson; M Dir. Fritz Hart; S Mngr. Frank Stirling 

  - Company: Royal Comic Opera Co 

  - Cast incl. Lizette Parkes (Elaine), Miss Toby Claude (Tillie Day), Bert Gilbert (Jeremy Joy), Grace Edmond (Muriel  

     Oliver), W.S. Percy (Marcelin), Herbert Clayton (Marco), Emma Temple (Evanston Seminary Principal), P.B.  

     Bathurst (Sir Anthony Oliver), Frank Green (Emile Sheldon, a university student), Victor Prince (Adam), C. Beetham  

     (Pietro),  

1910: Her Majesty's Theatre, Ballarat (Victoria); 11 Aug.   [one night only] 

  - Cast and production mostly as for previous Sydney season. One known cast change was Arthur Lissant (Sir Anthony  

     Oliver). 

1910: His Majesty's Theatre, Perth; 14 Sept. 

  - Cast and production mostly as for previous Ballarat season. 

1910: Kalgoorlie Town Hall (Western Australia); 29 Sept. 

  - Cast and production mostly as for previous Ballarat season. 

1910: Theatre Royal, Adelaide; 18-22 Oct. 

  - Cast and production mostly as for previous Ballarat season. 

1910: Princess's Theatre, Melbourne; 29 Oct.- 

  - Cast and production mostly as for previous Ballarat season. 
 

 Bordman, Gerald Martin, with Richard Norton. American Musical Theater: A Chronicle (4th Ed). New York: Oxford UP 2010, 281. 

 Burton, Jack. "The Honour Roll of Popular Songwriters: No 29 Raymond Hubbell." Billboard (New York City, New York, USA) 23 July  

  1949, 34.  

 "Don, The." "Sydney Shows." Punch (Melbourne) 14 July 1910, 37. 

 "His Majesty's Theatre: Williamson's New Comic Opera Company – A Knight for a Day." West Australian (Perth) 15 Sept. 1910, 8 

 "Knight for a Day." Sydney Morning Herald 11 July 1910, 3.  [incl.detailed synopsis] 

 "Knight for a Day: Musical Farce at Her Majesty's, A." Sydney Morning Herald 11 July 1910, 6. 

 Pippa." "A Knight for a Day." Australasian (Melbourne) 16 July 1910, 48. 

 "Princess Theatre: A Knight for a Day." Table Talk (Melbourne) 3 Nov. 1910, 21. 
 

 

 

 

                                                           
10

  "Music and Drama." Sydney Morning Herald 1 Oct. 1910, 4    
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A SUMMER NIGHT:  [operetta]  Lib/Mus George Clutsam 

 Taken from one of the Heptameron tales, a collection of 72 short stories written in French by Marguerite, Queen of Navarre 

(1492-1549), A Summer Night is a one act operetta set in Tuscony. The story begins at sunset and ends at dawn and concerns five 

characters, Facio, a farmer ; his friend Niccolo ; Toni, a peasant muleteer ; Lucretia, Facio's wife ; and Lisa, a servant to Facio 

who is betrothed to Toni. The action revolves around Facio and Niccolo who attempt to see whether or not Lisa might make 

herself available to one of them. Niccolo wagers he will that night obtain from her proof that she is accessible - the proof being the 

wedding ring that Facio presented her as a wedding present. Facio arranges a meeting with the young girl under the chestnut tree 

when it is dark and Niccolo takes his place.  Lisa consents to the meeting but then confides in her mistress, Lucretia, who, 

unaware that the men have swapped places, takes the girl's place in the dark. A confusion of events ensues - Facio discovers in the 

morning that Niccolo has secured not Lisa's ring but his wife's, and Lucretia discovers that it was her husband's friend who made 

love to her. A happy ending is found in the early morning, but not before recriminations and mutual discoveries are exposed.  

 The operetta was presented for the first time as part of a double bill (with Mozart's The Impresario) at the end of the Thomas 

Beecham Opera Comique season at His Majesty's Theatre (London).  The Pall Mall Gazette critic indicates that the plot, although 

containing a quality of amusement that redeemed it, nevertheless seemed to suffer in its translation from the page to the stage. 

"One [feels, however], that the opera as a whole [is] lacking in cohesion… it was not until the climax of the action occurred that 

the attention was properly held" ("His Majesty's," 4). The London Times critic was of a similar opinion, suggesting that several 

incidents were not fully explained, and indeed, became somewhat confusing in their presentation. Both critics also agreed that 

Clutsam's score, while not setting new standards or inviting new directions, did on the other hand carry "the business of the scenes 

with complete success" ("His Majesty's," 13). The Pall Mall Gazette records in this regard that "the music occasionally seemed to 

lack grip [dramatically]… but from the general view is without doubt a very clever piece of work… essentially melodious, 

harmonically fanciful and married throughout by a thorough and complete attention to detail, while the scoring… [shows] an 

admirable knowledge of true effect" (ibid, 4). The Brisbane Courier reports that one London critic said of the opera, "Mr Clutsam's 

scoring is pointed, fanciful to a degree, picturesque, even humorous when occasion requires, and above all things, it comes off" 

("Music and Drama" 12). The Sydney Morning Herald a few weeks earlier suggested that "being a modern opera, A Summer Night 

contains scarcely anything of the set air variety, but a great deal of genuine melody, well assisted by the composer's unfailing 

orchestral source" ("Music and Drama" 4). 

1910: His Majesty's Theatre, London (England); 23 July 

 - Cond. Thomas Beecham. 

 - Cast: Beatrice La Palme (Lisa), Muriel Terry (Lucretia), Walter Hyde (Toni), Harry Dearth (Niccolo), Lewis James  

   (Facio). 

 - The operetta was originally scheduled to be produced a week earlier, allowing it to be staged over several nights. The  

   Pall Mall Gazette suggested that this was a pity as "apparently no other performance [was] possible" (4). 
 

 "His Majesty's Theatre - A New English Opera." Pall Mall Gazette (London, England) 25 July 1910, 4. 

 "His Majesty's Theatre: A Summer Night." Times (London, England) 25 July 1910, 13. 

 "Music and Drama." Brisbane Courier 24 Sept. 1910, 12.     

 "Music and Drama." Sydney Morning Herald 10 Sept. 1910, 4. 

Rodmell, Paul. Opera in the British Isles, 1875-1918. London: Routledge, 2013, 231. 
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1912 
 

STELLA:  [opera]  Lib/Mus. G.W.L. Marshall-Hall 

♪  Centre for Studies in Australian Music, 1992  (modern edition) 

♪  Granger Museum, University of Melbourne [M-H 1/6] 

 Although work on this one act opera began late in 1909 and was completed in May 1910, it took a further two years before 

Stella was eventually staged. Set in a Melbourne seaside suburb, it tells of the destruction of a young woman's happiness as a 

result of her community's Victorian moral prejudice. The story also includes a scene in which moonlight picnickers merrily sing in 

the grounds of the beach house. This seemingly absurd incident was actually based on the real-life practice of the Melbourne 

Liedertafel, who often got together as a group with their families on summer nights to walk along local beaches singing. 

Interestingly, too, Stella's aria to the stars in this scene is an obvious reference to Halley's comet, which had returned once again. 

Indeed, the composer recorded on the piano and vocal score for the opera that the score had been "finished in the tail of Halley's 

Comet, 12 May 1910 at 1.30 am" (qtd. Radic 29). 

      Stella was well received by the Australian critics and public alike. The 

Age music critic, for example, wrote that "the opera turned out to be a work 

of genuine interest and considerable artistic worth," while the performance 

itself was described as having been "in almost all details an excellent one." 

The review did question the works capacity to find a place in the operatic 

repertoire, however, suggesting that it perhaps lacked the elements of 

theatricality and an attractive scenario. In some respects it was the libretto 

which was seen to have fallen short of providing the opera with a fully 

realised and dramatically-charged dramatic action. Although "it has no 

episodes to give it variety or colour" writes the Age critic, "Mr Hall does 

remarkably well with the stuff he has taken in hand" ("Marshall-Hall's Opera," 

8). When the Age reviewed the second production of Stella, staged the 

following Saturday, its critic reinforced the positive appeal of the work, 

while again suggesting that although "it is a short drama of mostly trite 

conversation set to music… one of its distinguishing qualities is that words 

and music go so well together" ("Marshall-Hall's Stella," 8). 

      Despite the critical support, Stella (along with his other recently 

completed and staged opera, Romeo and Juliet, had been produced at the end 

of a difficult period of time for the composer, and indeed Marshall-Hall had 

by then become so disgusted at the way he had been treated by certain 

sections of the public and media, as well as by the administrators who had 

sought to undermine his career, that he finally decided to leave Australia. 

After having returned to England in early 1913, Marshall-Hall began 

negotiations with several entrepreneurs in an attempt to stage both operas. 

The promise of an American season of Stella fell through, as did an English 

production slated for the Adelphi Theatre in London. A scheduled production 

in Nürnberg (Germany) for Romeo and Juliet,  also failed to come to fruition. 

Eventually Stella was  produced in  London  during  1914, although  this was   

a heavily abridged version. In a letter to Herbert Brookes, a wealthy Melbourne businessman and son-in-law of former Australian 

Prime Minister, Alfred Deakin, Marshall-Hall records that Stella had been staged in London "under the most shocking conditions, 

a vile orchestra, a third-rate company; shabby scenario; and mutilated beyond recognition" (qtd Radic 31). It is perhaps not all that 

surprising then that neither the Times nor the Pall Mall Gazette bothered to review the production. 

 Therese Radic believes Stella was possibly named in honour of Stella White, a daughter of the current assistant State 

astronomer, and a pupil of Marshall-Hall (50). White later became the mother of composer Dorian le Gallienne.  

1912: Her Majesty's Theatre, Melbourne; 4, 12 May 

  - Dir. Elise Wiedermann and Harry Hill; Cond. G.W.L. Marshall-Hall. 

  - Cast incl. Rosina Buckman (Stella), Radcliffe Hawley (Dr Kirke), A.C. Bartleman (Mostyn Chamley), Stanley C.  

    Horwood (Rev. Weldon), Margaret Murdoch (Mrs Chase). 

1914: Palladium, London (England); 8-13 June 

  - Cond. G.W.L. Marshall-Hall. 

  - Cast incl. Constance Denver, George Robey, Eugene Stratton, Albert Whelan, Vernon Watson, Maud Tiffany. 

1996: University of Melbourne; [no details] 
 

 "Australian Opera: Marshall-Hall's Stella. A Magnificent Success, An." Argus (Melbourne) 6 May 1912, 7. 

 "Marshall-Hall's Opera Stella." Age (Melbourne)  May 1912, 8. 

 "Marshall-Hall's Stella." Age (Melbourne) 13 May 1912, 8. 

 "Marshall-Hall's Stella: Second Performance." Argus (Melbourne) 13 May 1912, 14. 

 Radic, Therese.  G.W.L. Marshall-Hall: Portrait of a Lost Crusader. Nedlands: WA: University of Western Australia Press, 1982,  

v. pags. 

"Stella." G.W.L. Marshall-Hall Catalogue of Works." University of Melbourne. [sighted 29/10/2012]  
 
 

 

 

 
 
Source: G.W.L. Marshall-Hall Catalogue of Works. 

The University of Melbourne. 
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ROMEO AND JULIET:  [opera]  Lib. G.W.L. Marshall-Hall 

♪  Paris and Co, 1914 

♪  Brietkopf und Härtel, 1914  (duet arrangement) 

♪  Granger Museum, University of Melbourne [M-H 1/5] 

 An opera in four acts based on the Shakespeare play. The only know performance to date has been an excerpt, the "Balcony 

Scene," performed in Melbourne in 1912 as part of the annual opera program held by the Marshall-Hall Conservatorium. The Age 

critic records that Marshall-Hall's treatment of the famous scene "created an excellent impression, and showed the composer's 

dramatic, melodic and orchestral skill to a degree that awakened a warm desire for hearing the complete work" ("Students in Opera,"  

11). In agreement the Argus critic wrote that although the singers and orchestra were not fully up to the standard set by the 

composer "the chief musical interest [lay] in the beautifully-scored orchestral tissue" ("Students in Opera," 11). 

 Although well received by the critics and public alike, Romeo and Juliet, along with his other recently staged opera, Stella, 

had been produced at the end of a difficult period of time for the composer. Indeed Marshall-Hall had by then become so 

disgusted at the way he had been treated by sections of the public and media, as well as by the administrators who had sought to 

undermine his career, that he finally decided to leave Australia. After having returned to England in early 1913, Marshall-Hall 

began negotiations with several entrepreneurs in an attempt to stage both operas. A scheduled production at the Stattheater, 

Nürnberg (Germany) for Romeo and Juliet, failed to come to fruition after the Intendant, Herr Hofrath Balder, went insane, thus 

leading to the cancellation of the production (Radic, 31). 

1912: Her Majesty's Theatre, Melbourne; 14 Dec. 

  - Dir/Cond. G.W.L. Marshall-Hall. 

  - Cast: Elizabeth Pinschof (Juliet), Radcliffe Hawley (Romeo).  
 

 Radic, Therese.  G.W.L. Marshall-Hall: Portrait of a Lost Crusader. Nedlands: WA: University of Western Australia Press (1982),  

v. pags. 

 "Students in Opera: Marshall-Hall Conservatorium." Argus (Melbourne) 16 Dec. 1912, 11. 

 "Students in Opera: Professor Marshall-Hall's Conservatorium." Age (Melbourne) 16 Dec. 1912, 11. 
 

 
 

Source: G.W.L. Marshall-Hall Catalogue of Works. The University of Melbourne. 
 

 

KING HARLEQUIN: [aka KÖNIG HARLEKIN] [opera]  Lib. Rudolf Lothar; Mus. George H. Clutsam 

 Adapted by Rudolf Lothar from his own play, King Harlequin was given its world premiere in Berlin, Germany under the 

title König Harlekin. The little that Australians new about this opera during the early 1910s came from a Sydney Morning Herald  

column, "Music and Drama" (4). In it the editor published comments forwarded to its office by ex-Sydney resident Viola Agnew 

(then living in Europe). Her correspondence also includes extracts published in several Berlin newspapers. According to one critic 

the opera is "a riddling satire," which explores the "blind acceptance of an impostor as a blue-blooded monarch." In this regard 

"King Harlequin exposes the hollow nature of all worldly status and countenances the wildest democracy." The libretto, described 

as having been written in the romantic opera tradition of The Prisoner of Zenda, deals with the friendship between a witty court 

jester, Harlequin, who is in love with the maiden Columbine, and Bohemund, next in line to the throne of Lusitania, who strangely 

http://trove.nla.gov.au/ndp/del/page/386218
http://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/page/18944504


 

resemble each other.  "Upon the death of the king, and amidst the crisis of state that is caused, Harlequin discovers that his friend 

is also in love with Columbine. They fight, and Harlequin accidentally kills Bohemund. To save himself, he assumes the role of 

the Prince, and informs the court that he has killed the jester in a quarrel. His deception is aided by the fact that the queen is both 

blind and grief-stricken. Columbine, too, is grief-stricken, as she was also in love with Harlequin, and now believes him dead at 

the hands of the new king. The opera ends when the new, inexperienced, court jester fails to entertain the court in the proper 

manner. The impostor King shows him how it should be done, to the astonishment of the court. Only Columbine recognises the 

truth, however. Harlequin thus philosophises: 'Over all things exist ends and boundaries, only in love not. When man for love dies, 

begins man first to live" (4).  

 With regard to the music, Miss Agnew writes: "A great sensation has been caused in English musical circles by the 

remarkable success accorded to Mr George Clutsam... on the performance of his opera King Harlequin... The German critics have 

metaphorically shaken Mr Clutsam by the hand. The Tageblatt, for example, comments on 'the fine instrumentation, the musical 

adaptation of sound with event [and] the whole agile adjustment." Another critic, writing for the Berliner Zeitung, is quoted as 

having said: "Mr Clutsam's intimate study of Puccini, Strauss and Debussy have molded his work... it is piquant, yet classical and 

withal original... The cynical force permeating the whole work of [librettist] Lothar finds an echo in the strength and virility of the 

composer'" (4).  

 Not surprisingly, New Zealand accorded Clutsam's achievement more coverage. The Press newspaper, for example, 

published an article on the opera in December 1912. In it the paper's London Correspondent provides a synopsis of the libretto and 

some background on the creation of the work, as well as some responses by the Berlin music critics: 
 

New Zealand will, indeed, be unworthy of her sons if she fails to do honour to Mr George H. Clutsam, whose achievement 

in Berlin is something of an international musical event. After numerous postponements Mr Clutsam's opera King 

Harlequin, was produced at the handsome new Kurfursten Opera House in Berlin on Friday night, and to the Aucklander 

belongs the distinction of being the first British composer to have a serious opera produced for the first time in the German 

capital for many years. Great credit is due to the Director of the Kurfursten, Herr Palfly, for his courage, for musical 

Germany - and particularly musical Berlin - is inclined to guard its frontiers somewhat jealously. Berlin is apt to look 

coldly on opera from abroad, especially from England, so that the cordial reception given to the composer at the close - he 

was called three times before the curtain - may be regarded as an unusual compliment to the merits of the production (10). 
 

 Interestingly, although the opera was well-received by the German critics, King Harlequin has never been performed 

in Britain. No performances have yet been located in New Zealand or Australia either. 

1912: Kürfurstan Opera, Berlin (Germany); 8 Nov.  
   

Kalisch, Albert. "Mr G.H. Clutsam's Opera in Berlin." Musical Times (London, England) 1 Dec. 1912, 804. 

 "Music and Drama." Sydney Morning Herald 21 Dec. 1912, 4. 

"New Strauss Opera Delights Mr Kahn." New York Times (New York City, New York, USA) 10 Nov. 1912, C2. [incl. reference to King  

 Harlequin] 

"New Zealander's Triumph: Mr Clutsam's Conquest in Berlin – Unique Musical Event, A." Press (Christchurch, NZ) 26 Dec. 1912, 10. 

Rodmell, Paul. Opera in the British Isles, 1875-1918. London: Routledge, 2013, 231-232. 
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1914 

 

MAMEENA:  [play with music]  Txt. Oscar Asche; Mus. [n/e] 

 Based on the novel Child of Storm by Sir H. Rider Haggard, Mameena did not excite the critics when it premiered at 

London's Globe Theatre in late September of 1914. "Whatever the merits of the novel," wrote the Pall Mall Gazette critic, "the 

dramatisation is not enthralling as a story, the various conflicting passions… being too remote to be very absorbing" (4), while the 

London Times suggested that "as a play, Mameena is naught" (9). The critics did agree, however, that in terms of an ethnological 

account of Zulu customs and life, the play "was presented with a great deal of realism" ("Zulu Play," 4) and thus both "curious and 

amusing" ("Globe Theatre," 9). Despite one description of the play being more like a museum exhibit that theatre (ibid, 4), the play 

drew steady audiences over a three and a half month season, and can be seen as an important step for Asche prior to his ground-

breaking production Chu Chin Chow (1916). 

 Briefly, the story revolves around Mameena, a young girl of both Zulu and English 

heritage, whose attempts to come to terms with both aspects of her identity - seen 

through her relationships with the white traders and black men of the tribe - creates a 

great deal of conflict for all.   

 The musical element of the production, the composer(s) of which remains 

unknown, involved quasi -"traditional" Zulu songs and dances, in addition to the usual 

incidental music. The Pall Mall Gazette describes this aspect of the production thus: "a 

number of actual natives are also included, and their dances, singing and shouting add a 

heavy touch of the grotesque" (ibid, 4).  

1914: Globe Theatre, London (England); 30 Sept. 1914 - 9 Jan. 1915 

  - Cast incl.  Oscar Asche (Saduka), Lily Brayton (Mameena), Harcourt Beatty  

     (Allan Quartermain), Hubert Carter (King Mpande), Frederick Warlock  

     (Prince Embuyazi), George D. Treloar (Prince Getshwayo), Herbert  

     Grimwood (Zikali), Fred Lewis (Umbezi), Tom Mowbray (Masapo), Caleb  

     Porter (Mapita), Dora Barton (Princess Nandi), Bessie Major (Unkomazi). 
 

 "Globe Theatre: Mameena."  Times (London, England) 1 Oct. 1914, 9. 

 "Zulu Play: Mameena at the Globe Theatre."  Pall Mall Gazette (London, England) 

1 Oct. 1914, 4. 
 
 

AUSTRALIA FIRST:  [aka Human Hearts; Or, Australia First]  [comic opera]  Lib. D.H. Souter;  

 Mus. F. Wynne-Jones 

 When Victor Prince left the employ of J.C. Williamson's in mid-1914, having spent the previous five years touring with the 

company, he publically announced his intention to establish the Australian Comic Opera Company. The concept behind the 

company was to produce Australian plays by Australian authors (Sydney Morning Herald, 2). The first, and possibly the only work to 

be staged was Australia First. Although Prince intended touring the show through regional New South Wales prior to opening it 

in Sydney, not season in that city has yet been identified. The work was billed variously as Australia First, Human Hearts; Or, 

Australia First, or simply Human Hearts. 

 Although described as a comic opera several reviews of the production published during its 1918 tour of regional Victoria 

record that Australia First combined elements of both drama and opera, and in this respect the show was more likely to have been 

a musical comedy. Little is yet known about the narrative or characters, apart from the fact that Victor Prince played the lead 

comedy role. English actress/singer Florence Lyle was engaged for the principal female role in 1918. 

 No reviews of the production, either in 1914 or 1918 have been located. And of the very few non-publicity blurbs to be 

published Tamworth Daily Observer briefly records in 1914: 
 

To mention that the libretto is by D.H. Souter of the Bulletin, is enough to show that there were plenty of funny and witty 

episodes, and the caste included such well-known literary friends as 'Clancy of the Overflow,' Peter Pesnurkus,' [sic] [and] 

'Belle Mahone." The stage settings embraced a variety of scenes that started on the Bing Bong Racecourse and finished on the 

deck of the H.M.S. Australia. The music had a distinctly national and patriotic character. The opera was evidently made to fit 

the time, and appeal to the sentiment of the time" ("Australian," 2).  
 

The only song identified to date is "No Good for Gundy." 

 The very little we know about Australia First comes from publicity blurbs replicated in regional newspapers during both the 

1914 and 1918 tours. These include for example: Tamworth Daily Observer (26 Sept. 1914, 7), Tenterfield Courier and District 

Advocate (1 Oct. 1914, 2), Warwick Examiner and Times (7 Oct. 1914, 7); and from 1918 - Werribee Shire Banner (3 Oct. 1918, 

2), Terang Express (15 Oct. 1918, 2), and the Mortlake Dispatch (19 Oct. 1918, 2). 

1914: New South Wales/Queensland regional tour; ca. Sept-Oct.  

  - Dir/Prod. Victor Prince; Sc Art/Cost. D.H. Souter (with Robert Vaughan and Madame Rogers). 

  - Troupe: Australian Comic Opera Co. 

  - Cast incl. Victor Prince. 

  - Some of the artists engaged for the tour were reportedly appearing "direct from the J.C. Williamson companies." 

  - Itinerary incl. Muswellbrook (School of Arts; 30 Sept.) • Tamworth (Theatre Royal; 2 Oct. -) • Tenterfield (School of  

     Arts; 6 Oct.) • Warwick (Town Hall; 8 Oct.) 

 

 
 

 
 

Source: eBay 



 

 
 

Tamworth Daily Observer 1 Oct. 1914, 3. 

 

1918:  Victoria (regional tour); ca. 17 October - ca. December. 

  - Director Victor Prince. 

  - Cast incl. Victor Prince, Florence Lyle, Annette Portman, Dick Williamson, Ernest Leicester, Percy Crisp, Constance 

     Derwent. 

  - Australia First's 1918 revival was possibly first staged at the Werribee Mechanic's Hall on 15 October 1918. 

  - The tour itinerary included the towns of Werribee, Camperdown, Birregurra, Warramboo, Terang, Koroit, Mortlake,  

     Ararat, Bealiba, Hamilton, Donald, Mildura, Birchip, Ouyen, Beulah, Horsham, Warracknabeal, Dunmunkle,   

     Hopetoun, Nhill, Rainbow, Kyneton and Inglewood. 

  - Advertising published throughout regional Victoria routinely indicated that the same company had earlier appeared in 

     Melbourne during its record season at the Palace Theatre, and also cited the Age and Argus newspapers as having  

     praised Australia First for its "lilting melodies, its dramatic story, for its pretty smiling girls, for its beautiful and  

     harmonious choruses [and] for its continuous laughter-provoking scenes." However, no production of this work had  

     been identified during the Victor Prince Comic Opera Company's Melbourne season (1 June - 20 July). Furthermore, 

     the regional Victorian company appears to have been an entirely new line-up of artists. 
 

 "Australian New Comic Opera." Tamworth Daily Observer (NSW) 3 Oct. 1914, 2 

"Comic Opera Co." Camperdown Herald (Vic) 5 Oct. 1918, 2. 

 "New Comic Opera." Tamworth Daily Observer (NSW) 26 Sept. 1914, 7. Preview.  NB: This preview was effectively a publicity blurb.  

  The same article (with only the town and venue changed) was also published in the other newspapers, including the Tenterfield  

  Courier and District Advocate (1 Oct. 1914, 2) and Warwick Examiner and Times (7 Oct. 1914, 7). 

Sydney Morning Herald 14 July 1914, 2. Advert. 
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1915 
 

 Ma Mie Rosette, Paul Lacombe's French operetta was staged at Her Majesty's Theatre (Sydney) with Gladys Moncrieff 

playing the lead role of Rosette.  One of the musical highlights was the second act song, "I was Dreaming," which had been 

written especially for Nellie Stewart when she played Rosette at the Lyceum Theatre (Sydney) in 1894. The composer was 

Sydney-based music director/conductor/pedagogue Auguste W. Juncker The song was again incorporated into the operetta in 

1924 when Moncrieff revived it during her farewell season at Her Majesty's (Sydney).  
 

__________ 
 

THE STENOGRAPHER GIRL:  [comic opera]  Lib. George Stuart Brown; Mus. Eric John 

 Believed to have been first produced on any stage by Brisbane's Patriotic Comic Opera in support of the Patriotic Fund, The 

Stenographer Girl is essentially a romantic musical comedy. Its plot concerns the Remington school of typewriting and the havoc 

that a French adventuress, La Paulli, plays on the hearts of several of the main male characters, and the indignant feelings she 

arouses in the breasts of some ladies interested in the aforesaid gentlemen.  Although little is known of the authors, George Stuart 

Brown and Eric John, the Brisbane Courier indicates that both claimed "to be of Australian origin" ("Stenographer Girl," 2 Aug. 5). 

The Theatre indicates on the other hand that Brown was a New Zealander by birth ("Tympani," 37). According to one report 

published in  Brisbane's Truth newspaper, the season was beset by poor houses, with the only bright spot being the Wednesday 

performance when "a military command night was declared and the general public rolled up in fairly large numbers" (Malaprop, 2). 

 The Brisbane Courier critic wrote of Brown's two act libretto, it "does not appear to 

have been written under any burning inspiration, though some of his lyrics are not without 

poetic sense. [Brown] has, however, laid sufficient plot to carry a superstructure over 

which the love sentiment sighs heavily while there is an occasional glint of humour.  The 

first act is set in the long interior of a typewriting school, "with youths and maidens at 

work, [the set's] somewhat severe and prosaic lines giving place in the second act to a 

brilliant ballroom scene" ("Stenographer Girl," 2 Aug. 5). 

 With regard to the score, the same critic records that "Mr John's music is marked by 

freshness and spontaneity. There is a gracefulness about some of his writing, and there is 

a sparkle and catch in other numbers, while here and there he strikes into bold, strong, 

lifting music that commands respect. In some ways the opera suggests The Pink Lady or 

The Merry Widow… as a young composer [however, he] not unnaturally has something to 

learn in orchestration, and this was apparent in the first set when the choruses frequently 

failed to get the correct pitch owing to the fact that strings were not employed in 

sufficient strength as a foundation upon which the voices might rest, a piano not being 

equal to the demand of sustaining the tone" (ibid, 5).  

 

 
 

 Songs known to have been written for the production are: "Oh What a Time at the Ball" (waltz), "Won't You Waltz" (waltz), 

"The Shadows of the Setting Sun" (sung by Tessie Mulcahy) "Do I Like Love" and "Am I Mistaken" (Guy Remington), 

"Stenographer Girl," "Desolate," "Magic Moon" and "A Song of the Bird" (Lottie Richter), "Two Little Sparrows (Mr Don and 

Lily Peters), and "The World is at Woman's Command" (female octet). 

1915: Tivoli Theatre, Brisbane; 31 July - 6 Aug. 

  - Dir. Fred Monument; M Dir/Cond. Eric John; S Art. Victor Day; Cost. Charles Holt; S Mngr. J.S. Corbett. 

 - Company: Brisbane Patriotic Comic Opera Company. 

  - Cast incl. Lottie Richter (The Stenographer Girl), J. Neilsen (Senator Remington), Fred Monument (Guy Remington,  

    his son), C. Holt (Max Fairfax, his Private Secretary), A. Hensley (Colonel Drayton, his friend), Mr Goldhill (a  

    Yiddish Matrimonial Agent), Mr Don (Tony Tong, Remington's Groom), F. Davis (Ambrose Despair, The Butler), W.  

    Scott (Dally, one of the boys), Tessie Mulcahy (La Paulli), Elsie Bates (Zena Remington), Lilly Peters (Kitty, her  

    maid), Muriel Turnbull (Miss De Vere). 

 - The cast, made up of both local and leading Australian actor/singers, was supported by a full chorus of some 80  

   singers. 
 

 "Evening Entertainments: The Stenographer Girl - Opera for Patriotic Funds." Daily Telegraph (Brisbane) 2 Aug. 1915,  3. 

Malaprop, Mary.  "Gossip - Social and Otherwise."  Truth (Brisbane) 8 Aug. 1915, 2. 

 "Stenographer Girl, The."  Brisbane Courier 2 Aug. 1915, 5.       [see also advert. - 31 July 1915, 2] 

 "Stenographer Girl, The."  Brisbane Courier 31 July 1915, 11. 

"Stenographer Girl, The."  Daily Standard (Brisbane) 2 Aug. 1915, 6. 

"Stenographer Girl: New Opera Tomorrow, The." Daily Telegraph (Brisbane) 30 July 1915, 8. 

 "Tympani." "Play and Players: As Seen in Brisbane." Theatre Magazine (Sydney) Sept. 1915, 37. 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

Stuart Brown, George  

Queenslander (Brisbane) 31 July 1915, 25. 
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Queenslander (Brisbane) 31 July 1915, 25. 
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1916 
 

 YOUNG ENGLAND:  [operetta]  Lib. Basil Hood; Mus. George Clutsam and Hubert Bath 

 Australian-born composer George Clutsam raised his standing within British light opera circles when this collaboration with 

composer Hubert Bath and librettist Basil Hood premiered in December 1916. The story concerns the patriotism and love, of spirit 

and adventure, of several famous names associated with England during the reign of Elizabeth I. Although a number of Australian 

newspapers reported on the London premiere in the week that followed, most were based on the brief information cable by their 

respective London correspondents. The par below, published in the Register (Adelaide) is typical of these reports: 
 

A PATRIOTIC OPERA. LONDON, December 24. Mr. Basil Hood's patriotic three-act light opera, Young England, the 

music of which was written by Mr. Hubert Bath and Mr. G. Clutsam, has been given an enthusiastic reception at Daly's 

Theatre. The newspapers pronounce it a great success, and describe the opera as characterised by the breezy spirit of the old 

English romance. It introduces Admiral Drake and other Elizabethan heroes, also Good Queen Bess herself. The piece 

includes some stirring airs and dainty love songs. The [London] Referee describes the score as' of high scholarly quality, and 

says the music is "charmingly tuneful and graceful, the nearest thing to the late Sir Arthur Sullivan we have had for years" 

(9). 
 

 An extensive selection of songs appeared on gramophone records at the time, with the better known songs being: 

"Sweethearts and Wives," arguably the opera's biggest success, "I Love a Man" (Betty) and "The April of My Heart" (George). 

The Age critic, writing of the 1928 Melbourne production, says in relation to the music: Extremely bright and skillfully designed, 

[it] has been composed… [by] two musicians who [know] how to be intelligible without being weak" ("Young England: Pleasing," 

11).  
 NB: The first Australian production of Young England identified to date was the 1928 Melbourne season at the Playhouse. It is possible, 

however, that the operetta was staged elsewhere (perhaps Sydney) prior to this. The Playhouse Theatre production was also one of the earliest 

works presented by the newly formed Metropolitan Opera Society, led by George English. 

1916: Daly's Theatre, London (England); 22 Dec. 

1928: Playhouse Theatre, Melbourne; 29 Nov. - 1 Dec. 

  - Dir/Prod. George English. 

  - Company: Metropolitan Opera Society. 

  - Cast incl. Veronica Cox (Betty Sydenham), Arnold Ashworth (Francis Drake), Evelyn Ringwood (Maid), Elsa  

    Hocking (Maid at the Inn), Marion Daniels (Queen Elizabeth), George Bryer (William Courtenay), Edward Jones  

    (John Oxenham), G.T. Horan (Sir George Sydenham), Frank Armstrong (Beadle), T. Reilly (John Doughty), Jack  

    Stewart (Tom Moon), Frank McDonald (Sam Best), Miriam Redwood (Harry Sydenham). 

 - First ever production in Melbourne. 
 

"Light Opera - Young England." Age (Melbourne) 30 Nov. 1928, 11. 

"Patriotic Opera, A." Register (Adelaide) 26 Dec. 1916, 9. 

"Young England." Age (Melbourne) 3 Dec. 1928, 15. 

"Young England: Pleasing Music Well Given." Argus (Melbourne) 30 Nov. 1928, 11. 
 

 

* WHERE THE COOLIBAH GROWS:  [play with music] Txt. Walter W. Perroux; Mus. [n/e] 

 It is not certain whether this production received its premiere in early 1916 or late 1915, with the only clue to the work's 

existence found to date being the reproduction of a "recent" review published in the Bowen Independent (ctd. "Bush Playwright," 

22). The author of the play, Walter W. Perroux was apparently a local writer in the Bowen (Queensland) district, having had 

several plays staged by the town's amateur theatre company.  

 The play is set on the Balonne River near the Queensland town of St George, with the characters being typical men and 

women of the land.  The main focus is on the dairy farming Dalton family. Grumpy old Dick Dalton, the patriarch, pretends to 

suffer from rheumatism in order to shirk his share of the work on the farm. His long-suffering wife does most of the work around 

the place, in part because of her malingering husband but also because of her thoughtless sons. When one son, Jim, is to bring 

home his new bride Dick is beside himself, as he has learned that she was also raised on a dairy farm and can milk as many as 

thirty cows before breakfast.  The daughter-in-law's arrival coincides with  the threat of a flood, however. This is something she 

has endured previously, and which not only destroyed the family home but also brought about the death of her father. The comedy 

is sustained throughout the preparations of the Dalton family as they seek higher ground. In the end, however, the family's worries 

are unfounded as their property is situated above the rising waters. 

 Although a comedy, Perroux allowed a vein of pathos to emerge throughout the story, notably in the characters of the 

women. The musical content saw "old bush songs, dear to the last generation, [being] introduced into the play. 

ca. 1916:   Bowen (Queensland), Bowen Amateurs; no details 
 

 "Bush Playwright - Produces with Amateurs." Theatre Magazine (Sydney) Feb. 1916, 22. 
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1917 
 

THE RAJAH OF SHIVAPORE: [comic opera]  Lib. David Souter; Mus. Alfred Hill 

 A comic opera in two acts, the story is set in India, and begins when Chunder (the temple-keeper), who has pawned the 

golden image of the god, Shiva, attempts to propitiate the Rajah by offering him his beautiful daughter, Aimee, as wife. She is an 

unwilling proposition, however, having been smitten by the handsome pilgrim, Jengis, who while impersonating the Shiva wins 

her affection. The Rajah exposes Jengis and orders him to be beheaded, but is foiled by a beggar, who is none other than a 

disguised Emperor. The Emperor degrades the Rajah and gives the young couple his blessing. 
 

 

 

 

Myra Morrison - "The nautch  

girl and solo dancer." 

Green Room Jan. 1918, 1. 

 

 

 

"The Kashmiri Girls, Mainstays of The Rajah of  

Shivapore at the The Playhouse" 

Green Room Jan. 1918, 1. 

 

 

 

Isolda Hill - a nautch girl 

Green Room Jan. (1918), 1. 
 

 

 The story of the libretto was written by Souter around 1907 with the Rajah as the central comic character. The Brisbane 

Courier's "Music and Drama" column, reported prior to the Sydney premiere, that the "comedy is not extraneous, [however,], but 

arises out of the story and is neat and clever (12). Souter was apparently influenced by The Cingalee at the time, and originally 

planned to have the Rajah close the shrine, pawn off the God, and travel to Paris on the proceeds instead of going on a pilgrimage. 

The "White Australia" cry at the time, however, caused J.C. Williamson to reject the idea, and it was never staged by the 

entrepreneur. A few years later Victor Prince suggested to Souter that the white element be eliminated and that the plot be 

remodelled on romantic lines. Alfred Hill, (who had worked with Souter on Tapu after Williamson had asked that that libretto be 

reworked) was then brought in to compose the music. 

 According to Hill the much of the music is founded on the airs and melodies of the Indians. Some song titles include: "Love, 

it is a Song," "The Coughdrop," "Maid of the Dear Eyes," "Sad is the Heart," and "Sword of Mine." 

1917: Playhouse Theatre, Sydney; 15 Dec. 1917 - ca. Jan 1918 

  - Dir. Frederick Ward; Prod/Lse. Sydney James;  

     Cond. Alfred Hill; Cost. David Souter. 

  - Troupe: Sydney James Comic Opera Co. 

  - Cast incl. George Whitehead (Rajah), John  

     Quinlan (Jengis, the Holy Pilgrim), Alice  

     Bennetto (Aimee, the Temple Keeper's daughter),  

     Vera Spaull (Bul Bul), Frank Hawthorne  

     (Chunder), Frederick Ward (Bunder, the  

     necromancer), David Drayton (Blind Beggar),  

     Frank Stuart (Zaffir), James Henry (Kahn),  Myra  

     Morrison (Me Mia), Eileen Gilbert (The Ranee),  

     and chorus of Kashmiri Girls, Nautch Girls,  

     Priests and Villagers etc. 

1918: His Majesty's Theatre, Brisbane; 12-19 Jan. 

  - Cast and production mostly as for Sydney season.   

     The advance representative was Reginald Wills. 

1918: Princess Theatre, Melbourne; 9 Feb. - 2 Mar. 

  - Prod. Sydney James and Fullers' Theatres' Ltd. 

  - Cast and production team mostly as for Sydney   

   and Brisbane seasons. 
 

 "An Australian Opera." Brisbane Courier 12 Jan. 1918, 11. 

 "Music and Drama." Sydney Morning Herald 22 Dec. 1917, 6. 

 "Music and Drama." Brisbane Courier 24 Nov. 1917, 12. 

 "Music and Drama." Brisbane Courier 15 Dec. 1917, 12. 

 
 

 

 

A Scene in the Rajah of Shivapore at the Playhouse." 

Green Room (Sydney) Jan. 1918, 5. 
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 "Princess Theatre: Rajah of Shivapore, The." Argus (Melbourne) 11 Feb. 1918, 9. 

 "Princess Theatre: Rajah of Shivapore, The." Age (Melbourne) 11 Feb. 1918, 9. 

 "Rajah of Shivapore, The."  Sydney Morning Herald 17 Dec. 1917, 4. 

 "Rajah of Shivapore, The." Green Room (Sydney) Jan. 1918, 5. 

 "Rajah of Shivapore, The." Brisbane Courier 5 Jan. 1918, 7.     [see also prev. - 7 Jan. 1918, 9] 

 "Rajah of Shivapore, The." Brisbane Courier 14 Jan. 1918, 9. 
 

 

 

THE MERVHANT OF BASSORA: [comic opera]  Lib. Les Williams; Mus. Hubert Russell 

 Built on conventional lines, the story concerns an Englishman whose daughter, Haidee, has been kidnapped by a native 

bandit chief and his fierce henchmen. Others who become involved include an American on tour with his wife, son, chauffer, and 

four lovely daughters. The principal actors and chorus were drawn from the opera class of Oswald Anderson's recently-established 

Academy of Music and Dramatic Art.  

 According to several critics the hit song of the show was "My Egyptian Mummy" (sung by Les Williams and Myee Taylor.  
 NB: Bassorah is one of many names by which the current Iraqi city of Basra was known. Basra/Bassorah is located on the Shatt al-Arab 

(River of the Arabs) between Kuwait and Iran. It is an historic port, having played a significant role in trade throughout the centuries. It is also 

one of the ports from which Sinbad the Sailor journeyed. 

1917: Repertory Theatre, Sydney; 8, 10-11 Dec. 

  - Dirs. Les Williams and Leonard Mars; M Dir/Cond. Leonard Mars; Prod. Sydney Repertory Theatre Society; S Art.  

     Les Williams; B Mngr. Oswald Anderson.  

  - Cast incl. H.V. Faithful (the English merchant), Kathleen Shearer (Haidee, his daughter), Elsie Cramer (Mirra), Paul  

     Hadfield (Joshua Delaware), A.W. Chessell (Dick Delaware, his son), Les Williams (chauffer), Reg Carson (Kirdos,  

     the bandit chief), Myee Taylor (Amasia), Leonora Daventry (Mrs Delaware). 

  - The orchestra reportedly comprised 20 musicians, while the chorus was made up of some 50 singers. 

 

 
 

Sydney Morning Herald 1 Dec. 1917, 2. 

 
 "Merchant of Bassora, The.' Sydney Morning Herald 10 Dec. 1917, 5. 

 "Merchant of Bassora, The.' Evening News (Sydney) 10 Dec. 1917, 2. 

 "Merchant of Bassora, The.' Mirror (Sydney) 15 Dec. 1917, 14. 

 "Merchant of Bassora.' Sun (Sydney) 9 Dec. 1917, 2. 
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1919 
 

A LITTLE LARRIKIN:  [operetta]  Lib. A.H. Taylor; Mus. Dora McGeoch 

 Presented by Brisbane theatre pedagogue, Mr A.H. Taylor, and his Lilliputian students, the story emphasised the idea that 

children should stay young while they can and not try to be like grown-ups. The operetta was staged as the first half entertainment 

with a selection of variety items offered by the Choral Society (assisted by some of Mr Taylor's Lilliputians) after intermission. 

Songs known to have been written for A Little Larrikin are: "My Toy Balloon," "Grown up Band," "Bogie Man," "Doll's Cradle 

Song," and "Ghost March." 

 Musical and elocutionary items from the operetta were performed at a benefit for local identity, Mr D. Fry held at Brisbane's 

Centennial Hall (17 Oct.). The director and music arranger for that evening was A.H. Taylor. 

1919: Albert Hall, Brisbane; 13 Sept.  

  - Dir. A.H. Taylor. 

  - Cast incl. Millie Meyers (Mrs Tutty), Eric Potter (Van de Poomp), Audrey Reinhardt (The Kid), Percy Hammond,  

    Eileen Walker, Annie Smiles, Eileen Barber, Lewis sisters. 

  - Musician: Cecilia McLaughlin (piano). 
  

 "Little Larrikin, A." Brisbane Courier 15 Sept. 1919, 9. 

 "Little Larrikin, A." Brisbane Courier 18 Oct. 1919, 9.    
 

 

MALVOLIO:  [comic opera]  Mus/Lib. Fritz Hart 

#  State Library of Victoria (manuscript) 

 Based on Shakespeare's Twelfth Night, this light opera, Opus 14) was completed in 1913 according to a statement by Alfred 

Hill published in the Theatre Magazine (Mar. 1914, n. pag.). Malvolio's only performance to date, however, was the first act, which 

is known to have been staged in 1919 by students of the Melbourne Conservatorium.  

1919: Playhouse, Melbourne; 5 Dec.  
 

 

 DORIAN GRAY:  [opera]  Lib. W.J. Curtis; Mus. W. Arundell Orchard 

Described by its composer as a pure music drama of the modern school, the libretto (adapted from Oscar Wilde's novel) was 

written in blank verse by W.J. Curtis and the dramatic organisation designed so as to afford scope for the dramatic and emotional 

changes needed to give freshness to the music ("Music and Drama," 6 Sept. 8).  

While no full-scale staging of the opera has been found to date, the second act was presented as a concert performance by the 

composer, in collaboration with the New South wales State Orchestra, in September 1919. 

 Concerning the score, the Sydney Morning Herald music and drama critic writes: "Mr Orchard's prelude will open with soft 

chords for the lower strings, followed by a theme for the horn, reflecting the changeful Dorian's gloom and disenchantment. The 

next motif given pianissimo by the violins like a long drawn sigh will typify Lord Henry's darkly charming personality, and one of 

a more flowing character for violins will represent Sybil and foreshadow her distress. A strenuous crescendo for full orchestra will 

be divided by a few bars lull preparatory to a four not theme for the horns just as Dorian rises after his troubled sleep. These four 

themes form the kernel of the entire musical structure of the new opera throughout its three acts" (ibid, 8). 

1919: Conservatorium of Music, Sydney; 11 Sept.  [Act 2 only] 

  - Cond. Henri Verbrugghen. 

  - Cast incl. Emil Sussmilch (Dorian Gray), Dulcie Huxtable (Sybil Vane), Arthur Appleby (Lord Henry), Alma Garret  

    (the Duchess), Roy Allen (the painter), R. McClelland. 

  - Musicians: NSW State Orchestra. 
 

"Dorian Gray: New Australian Opera Work by Arundel Orchard." Sun (Sydney) 7 Sept. 1919, 5. [incl. plot synopsis] 

"Music and Drama." Sydney Morning Herald 26 Feb. 1916, 8.     

"Music and Drama." Sydney Morning Herald 6 Sept. 1919, 8.   
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1920 
 

 PAOLO AND FRANCESCA:  [opera]  Lib. [n/e]; Mus. Claude M. Haydon 

 Described as "a pleasing study in 13
th

 century romance, but with the theme of passion rather subordinated," the opera is said 

to have been created by Australian composer, Claude Haydon. The Brisbane Courier's report from the Melbourne press is that 

Haydon's "musical ideas [were] of good and sometimes fine quality" ("Music and Drama," 12). In its review of the Melbourne debut, 

the Argus  records: 
 

Although matters now and again went seriously astray, enough was done by the singers and orchestra to show that the opera 

is one that cannot be lightly dismissed. Mr. Haydon has treated the story with picturesque and frequently beautiful music. 

The. style generally is lyric, except in the best act-the third-where there is a well-developed operatic situation in more  

dramatic vein ("Paolo and Francesca," 11). 
 

1920: Playhouse, Melbourne; 6 May 

  - Prod/M Dir. O.F. Sobell; Cond. J.B. North; Orch Ldr. A. Di Gilio; S Mngr. Donald  

     Cameron 

  - Cast incl. Eric C. Turnbull (Paolo), Phyllis Ashley (Francesca), William Murison (Giovani),  

     Donald Cameron, Robert Stirling, Winifred Mayberry, Florence Hobbs, Leslie Malstead.  
 

 "Music and Drama." Brisbane Courier 22 May 1920, 12.      

 "Paolo and Francesca." Argus (Melbourne) 7 May (1920), 11. 

"Paolo and Francesca." Advocate (Melbourne) 3 June (1920), 3.11 
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11  The Advocate erroneously refers to the composer as Clarence Haydon. 

 

Claude Haydon 

Advocate (Melbourne) 3 June 1920, 3. 
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1921 
 

LAUGHING MURRA:  [play with music]  Txt. Mrs E.C. Davidson; Mus. incl. Louis Lavater 

Mary E. Fullerton writes in the Theatre: "From the almost unexploited store of Australian aboriginal myth Mrs E.C. 

Davidson has drawn the theme of a pleasing fantasy" (27). Performed by a company of amateurs, and presented in three acts and 

an "ingeniously introduced prologue," the play included at least three songs, Louis Lavater's "Demon Wind" (sung by Demon 

Wind) and two performed by the Alma Palmer's character.  

The prologue introduced the Mother, who begins to tell her three children an aboriginal legend, and through which the 

audience were also given a necessary explanation that paved the way for the white actors to portray the aboriginal characters 

without having to resort to burnt cork.  Through this theatrical device the audience is told that "the aboriginals of Australia believe 

that they were originally white and will one day be white again… the fiction apparently has it that clothing was part and parcel of 

the blacks' old Eden. Colour, charm of dress, and deportment therefore took - in the representation - the place of ugliness and 

uncouthness" (ibid, 27). 

The story of Laughing Murra concerns a contest of will between Mohabie, a tribal chief, and the drought-bringing Demon 

Wind. Mohabie, believing he is absolute, defies Demon Wind, leading to his people dying for want of water and yams. The Cloud 

Frog, an invisible entity up aloft, has all the water, but will not open his mouth to let the water out. Eventually the chief admits he 

cannot bring rain to his people, and Demon Wind in an "outburst of cruel gusto" brings forth his "little friend Flame," who wreaks 

terror on the tribe. Just when all seems lost the tribe manages to reassemble and it is only then they begin to formulate a plan to 

open the Cloud Frog's mouth. The chief admits his impotence and proposes that he sacrifice himself to save the tribe, but they will 

not allow this. Instead they decide to try and make the Cloud Frog laugh and so open his mouth. All the members of the tribe, 

including Gundagai, an old gum-tree gin, cavort about the place pulling faces, telling humorous stories and so forth in an attempt 

to excite the mirth of the Cloud Frog. However, it is a young women who had previously tested the patience of the chief who is 

able to bring forth the rain.  

1921: Playhouse Theatre, Melbourne; 31 Oct. 

  - Dir/Prod. Mrs E.C. Davidson; M Dir/Cond. Miss Macfie. 

  - Cast incl. Joan Davidson (Laughing Murra), Jessie Wilson (Mother), J.A. Davidson (Mohabie), George H. Hulston  

    (Demon Wind), C. Malmgren (Gundagai), Alma Palmer. 
 

 Fullerton, Mary E.  "Aboriginal Play - Laughing Murra." Theatre Magazine (Sydney) Dec. 1921, 27. 
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1922 
 

AUSTER:  [opera]  Lib/Mus. Alfred Hill 

 A three act romantic opera adapted from the poetical drama, Princess Mona, by E. Congean of Brisbane (Queensland). Hill 

was at the time a Professor of Harmony at the New South Wales Conservatorium of Music. The premiere production was 

presented by the Royal Sydney Apollo Club, the New South Wales Conservatorium Select Choir, and the New South Wales State 

Orchestra. Andrew D. McCreadie notes that "Auster appears as a conflation of the elements of the German or central European 

fantastic opera and Märchenspiel… with the mytho-historical accounts of the search for Australia" (205). 

 The story concerns Auster, a sea nymph and daughter of the Sun and Oceania who lies in embryo within a coral atoll for 

countless ages. Gnomus, the Spirit of the Past, alone saw the birth of Auster and foretold that she must stay within her beautiful 

Nautilus shell until Love should change her to greater beauty. She is ever attended by Camoola (Fidelity) and her companions are 

the elves, birds, waves and flowers. Auster's pearl girdle (the earth) is one day stolen. At length it is returned by a Prince (Britain), 

who subsequently marries her. The land is then peopled and tilled, and after the Great War, when their sons (America) fight for 

their parents, Auster is crowned with priceless jewels (Anzac) - and thus Auster takes her place amid the nation ("New Opera" 14). 

 Selections from the opera had previously been performed by Hill (piano), Mde Gaubert and Lindley Evans on 25 August at 

Paling's Concert Hall (a "smoke social" put on by the Australian Musical Association).   

1922: Sydney Town Hall; 31 Aug. 

  - Cond. Alfred Hill. 

  - Cast incl. Mde Goossens-Viceroy (Auster), Clifford Lathlean (Gnomus), Harold Tollemache, Reg. Morphew, Emil  

    Sussmilch, Ila Turnbull (Camoola). 

  - Musicians: NSW State Orchestra. 
 

 "Auster: Hill's Idyllic Music. Pleases Vast Audience." Sydney Morning Herald 1 Sept. 1922, 10. 

 "Auster." Green Room (Sydney) Oct. 1922, 13. 

"Auster." Green Room (Sydney) Nov. 1922, 16. 

"Auster: Alfred Hill's New Opera." Sunday Times (Sydney) 3 Sept. 1922, 3. 

McCreadie, Andrew D. "Alfred Hill (1870-1960): Some Backgrounds and Perspectives for an Historical Edition." Miscellanea  

  Musicologica : Adelaide Studies in Musicology 3 (1968), 205. 

 "New Opera, A." Green Room (Sydney) Sept. 1922, 14. 
 

 

THE SENTIMENTAL BLOKE:  [play with music]  Txt/Lyr. C.J. Dennis, with Jack O'Hagen and Bert Bailey;  

 Mus. Jack O'Hagen 

# Hanger Collection, Fryer Library, University of Queensland. H2520 [manuscript] 

 This dramatisation of Dennis's famous poem came about through the intervention of E.J. Carroll, who persuaded the poet to 

write the script himself. After Dennis made a close study of the dramatic art he submitted the play, the end result apparently 

undergoing little alteration by the director, Bert Bailey. 

 The words and score of the musical numbers "Saturday Night" and "The Broken Vow" are attributed to Dennis and Jack 

O'Hagen. 

1922: King's Theatre, Melbourne; 7 Oct. - 16 Dec. 

  - Dir. Bert Bailey; Prod. E.J. and Dan Carroll; S Art. Harry Grist. 

  - Cast: Walter Cornock (Bill, "The Bloke"), Tal Ordel (Ginger Mick), Eileen Alexander (Doreen), Freddy Brown  

    (Smoky  Ottam, aka Stror 'at Coot), Arthur Shirley (Steve Gun), Jack Souter (Spike Wegg), Edward Landor (James  

    Airley), Stella Payten (Mrs Darling), Herbert C. Walton (Arty Apps), Iza Crossley (Effie), Alice Walton (Mrs  

    Entwistle), Leslie Gordon ('Erb), Alfreda Devon (Nurse) Barney Egan (Ah Quong). 

1922: Palace Theatre, Sydney; 23 Dec. 1923 - 16 Feb. 1924 

  - Dir. Bert Bailey; Prod. E.J. and Dan Carroll. 

  - Cast and production mostly as for Melbourne season. 

1926: Grand Opera House, Sydney; 2-29 October. 

  - Dir. Bert Bailey; Prod. E.J. Carroll; Lse. William Russell. 

  - Cast incl. Fred MacDonald (Bill, "The Bloke"), Dulcie Cherry (Doreen), Bert Baily (Ginger Mick). 
 

 "King's Theatre - The Sentimental Bloke." Age (Melbourne) 9 Oct. 1922, 8. 

 "King’s Theatre - The Sentimental Bloke." Argus (Melbourne) 9 Oct. 1922, 5. 

 "Sentimental Bloke, The." Sydney Morning Herald 26 Dec. 1922, 3. 
 

 

 LILAC TIME:  [play with music]  Txt. Adrian Ross; Mus. Franz Schubert; Add Mus. George H. Clutsam and Heinrich  

  Berté 

 ♪  Chappell and Co, ca. 1922 ["The Flower"] 

 This highly successful romantic musical based on the life of composer Franz Schubert was adapted into English by Adrian 

Ross from the 1916 German operetta, Das Dreimaderlhaus
12

 written by A.M. Willner and Heinz Reichert (itself based on the 

novel Schwannerl by Dr Raimer H. Bartsch). The musical program comprises mostly original musical pieces by Schubert which 

were arranged, adapted and re-interpreted by Australian-born composer/pianist George H. Clutsam and Heinrich Berté, and to 

which Adrian Ross added lyrics. 

                                                           
12  Das Dreimaderlhaus translates into English as House of the Three Girls. 

http://trove.nla.gov.au/ndp/del/article/16022185
http://trove.nla.gov.au/ndp/del/article/128219988
http://trove.nla.gov.au/ndp/del/page/421238
http://trove.nla.gov.au/ndp/del/page/1235646


 

 Set during the decade 1820-1830, the story revolves around the Franz Schubert's infatuation with a young woman, Lili 

(originally Mitzi). Being shy and introverted he is too shy to approach the woman and therefore asks his friend to propose on his 

behalf. Much of the comedy and dramatic action surrounds both the love complications and the circle of talented friends keeping 

the composer company. Set over three acts, the settings are: Act 1. The Forecourt of a Lodging House; Act 2. The Drawing Room 

in the Zell's House (a few weeks later) and Act 3. The Prater (next morning). 
 

 

 

Adrian Ross 

British Musical Theatre site  

Courtesy of Boise State  

University 

       Of the seventeen or more songs incorporated into the dramatic action the most notable 

include: "Hark, Hark, the Lark" (solo and quartette), "Under the Lilac Bough" (male chorus), 

"The Flower" (sung between Lili and Schubert), "Serenade" (Schubert), "Yodel Song" (duet 

between Christian and Marie), "Four Jolly Brothers," "The Golden Song," "Maiden Try to 

Smile" (Lili and Schober) and "My Sweetest Song of All." Additional musical pieces known to 

have been incorporated into productions of the play are those from such works by Schubert as: 

the "Unfinished Symphony," a duet adapted from Rosamunde, and the March from Musical 

Moment and "Thine is My Heart" (originally "Impatience" from the song cycle The Fair Maid of 

the Mill).  

1922: Lyric Theatre, London (England); 22 Dec. 1922 – ca. 1924 

  - Dir. Dion G. Boucicault; M Arr. George H. Clutsam and Heinrich Berté. 

  - Cast incl. Courtice Pounds, Clara Butterworth, Edmund Gwen, Percy Hemming, Eve 

                   Lynn. 

  - This production played over 600 performances to 1924. 

                - It was revived in London in 1925, 1927, 1928, 1930, 1932, 1933, 1936 and 1949. 

1924: Her Majesty's Theatre, Sydney; 24 May - 

  - Dir. Dion G. Boucicault; M Dir. Andrew MacCunn; M Arr. G.H. Clutsam and H. Berte. 

  - Cast incl.  John Ralston (Schubert), Claude Flemming (Baron Von Schober), Eve Lynn (Lilli), Arthur Stignant  

     (Christian Veit), Robert Chisolm (Noglan), Herbert Browne (Schwind), Mollie Tyrell (Marie Veit), Byrl Walkely (La  

    Marini), Harry Ratcliffe (Kappel), Renee Barlee (Tilli), Mabel Gibson (Willi), Sydney Stirling (Count Scharntorff),  

    Blake Adams (the detective), Colin Bell (the boy), Katie Towers (the caretaker), (the saddler), William Perryman (the  

    postmaster), Edward Sherras. 

 - This production saw the Australian debut of Eve Lynn, who starred in the original London production. 

1926: Theatre Royal, Sydney; 1 May - 

  - Prod. J.C. Williamsons Ltd. 

 - Troupe: The Royal Comics. 

  - Cast incl. Adele Crane, John Ralston, Claude Fleming, Arthur Stignant, Leslie Holland, Mascotte Ralston. 

1926: Royal Comics New Zealand tour; 19 June (tour opening production) 

  - Troupe: The Royal Comics. 

  - Cast incl. Adele Crane. 

  - Tour itinerary incl. Auckland 19 June; Dunedin 31 July - 7 Aug; Invercargill 10-11Aug; Oamaru 11 Aug. 

1933: Royal Theatre, Sydney; 11 Feb. - 

 - Cast incl. John Ralston (Schubert), Gregory Stroud (Baron Von Schober), Leo Darnton (Schwind), Arthur Stignant  

    (Christian Veit), Evelyn Gardiner (La Marini), Leslie Holland (Count Scharntorff), Ivan Menzies (the detective), Mary  

    Bremner, Mary Hotham, Rona Wimpney.  
 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Bulletin (Sydney) 15 Feb. 1933, 18. 
 

 

1941: His Majesty's Theatre, Melbourne; 21 Feb - 2 Apr.
13

             

  - Prod. J.C. Williamson's Ltd. 

  - Troupe: J.C. Williamson's Gilbert and Sullivan Co. 

                                                           
13  An advertisement published in the Sydney Morning Herald on 31 January 1942 announced that the planned Sydney season (beginning 7 

Feb.) was to be postponed until later in the year due to the State "Government restrictions on the carriage of scenery" (2).However, no 

production eventuated in 1942 (or even 1943) despite the success of the Melbourne revival. 



 

 - Cast incl. Viola Wilson, John Fullard, Gregory Stroud, Max Oldaker, Richard Watson, Bernard Manning, Peggy Shea,  

    Valerie Walsh, Evba Blair, Ruby Riddel, Vincent McMurray, Len Gotting  

1942: Stoll Theatre, London (England); 13 Oct. - 

  - Cast incl. Frank Titterton (Schubert), Irene Eisinger (Lili), Derek Oldham, George Graves. 

  - The London Times review notes that this production was the ninth English revival since 1922. 

1964: Tivoli Theatre, Sydney; 27 Aug. –  

  - Dir. Stanley Willis Croft. 

 - Cast incl. John Larson, Marry Bassano, Kevin Mills, Anthony Brazell, Barbara Angell, Rosemary Butler, Audrey  

    Duggan, Gladys Anderson, Ron Shand, Neville Grave, Leonard Lee, Evan Dunstan, John Baker, Dennis O'Keefe,  

    Sheila Lawrence, Irene Bevans, Colin Briggs, Mary Banfield. 

1982: Latvian Theatre, Strathfield (Sydney); 24-28 Nov. 

                - Strathfield Light Opera Company. 
 

E. D. K. "Plays of the Month: Lilac Time." Green Room (Sydney) July 1924, 19, 25. 

"Lilac Time." The Guide to Musical Theatre. 2016, online  [sighted 16/09/2016] 

 "Lilac Time: An Art Play with Music." Sydney Morning Herald 26 May 1924, 5. 

 "Lilac Time: Revival at the Stoll." Times (London, England) 14 Oct. 1942, 6. 

 "Sundry Shows." Bulletin (Sydney) 29 May 1924, 34. 

 "Sundry Shows." Bulletin (Sydney) 15 Feb. 1933, 18. 

 "Music and Drama: Vanbrugh-Boucicault Plans." Sydney Morning Herald 24 May 1924, 12.    [see also advert. - 24 May 1924, 2] 
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1924 
 

 Paul Lacombe's Ma Mie Rosette, operetta was staged as part Gladys Moncrieff's farewell season at Sydney's Her Majesty's 

Theatre over April and May.  In the role of Rosette, which she had previously played in 1915, Moncrieff revived her rendition of 

"I was Dreaming" during the second act.  The song had originally been written for Nellie Stewart by Sydney-based music 

director/conductor/composer and pedagogue Auguste W. Juncker when she played Rosette at the Lyceum Theatre (Sydney) in 

1894.   
 

 
 

Evening News (Sydney) 23 Apr. 1924, 12. 
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1926 
 

 Two operettas, Dame Nature's Picnic Party and Cinderella, and a burlesque version of Cinderella were staged in Brisbane 

at the South Brisbane Town Hall (17 July) by students of A.H. Taylor. The burlesque has been identified as an Australian-written 

work [see below]. Although the other two works may also have been locally-written this is yet to be confirmed (Brisbane Courier 19 

July 1926, 9). 
__________ 

 

 

DEIRDRE IN EXILE:   [opera]  Lib. [n/e]; Mus. Fritz Hart 

 The second of Fritz Hart's Deirdre operas (the first being Deirdre of the Sorrows) the story of Deirdre in Exile is again based 

on an Irish legend concerning the fulfillment of a prophecy that Deirdre would bring ruin to the House of Usna and subsequently 

misery on the land of her birth. Knowing of the prophecy the King of Ulster initially calls for her death as an infant. He later 

recants his order and instead decides to leave the matter to fate and so banishes her to isolation with her nurse Lavarcham in an 

attempt to keep her from Naisi and his brothers (the sons of Usna). When Deirdre comes to womanhood, and in spite of the 

precautions, she meets Naisi (without knowing who he is) and falls in love. When the King hears of this meeting he (to her grief 

and terror) determines to make her his queen. She at first pleads with the King and finally tells him that she will not marry him 

because it t has been declared to her in a vision that she belongs to Naisi.  

 Hart begins the opera with a prologue, in which a young girl lies ill in a bed in a modern English midland town. She is 

attended by a kind old woman (with these characters suggesting they are reincarnations of Deirdre and Lavarchum). As the girl 

begins to see a vision of three fine young men striding up the hill she tries to remember his name…. and the scene changes to  the 

"dun" of Lavercham in prehistoric Ireland - where we find the original Deirdre at the age of 16 or seventeen years. The opera 

finished with a brief epilogue, where the young girl, still in bed, at the exact moment we last saw her, cries out in sudden 

recollection "Naisi, Naisi, Naisi," and sinks back on her pillow - dead. 

The 1926 performance of Deirdre in Exile (Opus 66), in which Lillian Crisp 

recreated her role as Deirdre (from the 1916 production at the Melbourne Playhouse of 

Hart's Deirdre of the Sorrows), accompanied the opera Pagliacci as a double-bill put on 

by the Melba Society. In general the critical responses to Hart's opera were not overly 

favourable. The Argus, for example, suggested that the staging, even by a professional 

company, did not work to the advantage of the opera as it was more suited to a small 

theatre (qtd Alison Gyger 261). The Bulletin noted further that although there was much to 

admire in the score, with it being "full of original and sometimes daring modern ideas," 

the work failed to please as an opera as "it had no dramatic interest" (qtd. Gyger 275-6). 

The 1928 production, on the other hand, saw a much more positive reaction from the 

critics. The Age, records, for example, that "the selection of [this] work, by a resident 

composer, is an acknowledgment of [its] value… the composer has captured the 

psychological involutions of the plot with the intuition of a master. Being his own 

librettist he has conceived his drama as unity… the virtue of Fritz Hart's power lies not 

only in his ability to create an atmosphere for his characters, but in sustaining and 

developing his method of portrayal… the originality of the music is striking, and the 

trained musician finds the score rich, luminous and effective" ("Grand Opera," 23). 

1926: Playhouse, St Kilda (Melbourne); 22 June   [with Pagliacci] 

  - Cond. Fritz Hart; Prod. Fullers' Theatres Ltd. 

  - Troupe: Melba Conservatorium Opera Society. 

  - Cast incl. Lillian Crisp (Deirdre), Lillian Stott (Lavarcham), John Brownlee (King Conchubar). 

1928: His Majesty's Theatre, Melbourne; 22 June 

  - Dir. Fritz Hart; Prod. J.C. Williamson's Ltd and Nellie Melba. 

  - Troupe: Williamson-Melba Opera Company. 

  - Cast incl. Lillian Crisp (Deirdre), Lillian Stott (Lavarcham), John Brownlee (King Conchubor). 
  

 "Deirdre in Exile." Age (Melbourne) 22 June 1928, 11. 

 "Grand Opera: Deirdre in Exile - Fritz Hart's Success." Age (Melbourne) 23 June 1928, 23. 

Gyger, Alison.  Opera for the Antipodes: Opera in Australia – 1881-1939. Sydney: Currency (1990). 

 "Mr Fritz Hart's Opera." Argus (Melbourne) 30 June 1928, 13. 

 "Music and Drama.: Grand Opera Season." Sydney Morning Herald  30 June 1928, 10. 

 Spry, Henry E. "Deirdre in Exile: Fritz Hart's Opera." Age (Melbourne) 9 June 1928, 20.    Letter. 
 
 

THE DALMATIAN:  [opera]  Lib Adapt/Mus. Mona McBurney 

 Presented in aid of the Queen Victoria Hospital, this original four act opera by Melbourne musician and composer, Mona 

McBurney, is based on the novel Marietta: A Maid of Venice  (1901) by F. Marian Crawford. Although mostly completed by 1905 

While excerpts were performed in December 1910 the opera was not produced in its entirety until 1926. Even then it became the 

first performance of an opera by a woman composer in Australia. 

The story concerns Zorzi, a glass maker, who is in love with Marietta, his benefactor. He is entrusted by her to reply to a 

marriage alliance with Contarini, which has been brought by Beroviero, a fellow glassmaker. In Act Two Zorzi gains admittance 

to the palace of Contarini and finds himself in the company of a group of conspirators. He is befriended by Venir, and in order to 

protect his own life, he joins the opposing brotherhood. Act Three sees Marietta still waiting for Zorzi to avowal his love for her 

 
 

Lillian Crisp 

Daily News (Perth) 5 Oct. 1926, 10. 
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before she refuses Contarini. Zorzi, on the other hand, although very much in love with her, continues to conceal his true feelings 

out of loyalty to her. Marietta therefore comes to the belief that he does not love her. A sub-plot has also developed by this stage, 

and concerns an attempt by Beroviero to re-discover Tyrian Red, "the wondrous hue long lost in art."  In the final act Marietta and 

Zorzi, who undertake an experiment trying to create Tyrian Red themselves, mutually declare their love during the excitement of 

accidentally succeeding in the task. This discovery proves dangerous to Zorzi, however, and leads to his denouncement by the 

brotherhood of conspirators. He is arrested and accused by Beroviero of having been responsible for the original theft of an 

important manuscript. Marietta implores her father to save Zorzi, declaring her love for the glassmaker. The epilogue finds the 

council approving Zorzi's artistry, and he is created a master artist in glass. 

 The Age theatre critic appears to have found much in the opera that was pleasing: "The music throughout… is scholastically 

sound, illustrative and pleasing. It has the vivacity, naturalness and spontaneity of our British school.  There are many rich veins 

of melody graphically supported by free-moving harmonies. The dramatic and lyric styles are in evidence according to the 

requirements of the plot. The rhythms are strong and varied both in the arias and concerted numbers… the composer's scheme is  

broadly planned, and devised to sustain a growing interest to the end. Success is secured also by a series of judicious and equally 

forceful periods of climax" ("Dalmatian," 16). 

1926: Playhouse, Melbourne; 25-26 June 

  - Dir. Leslie Middleton; Cond. Alberto Zelman; Prod. Mr and Mrs Leslie Middleton. 

  - Cast: Raymond Carey (Zorzi), Elizabeth Pinschoff (Marietta), Maud Harrington (Arisa), Armaldo Bartolini  

    Aristarchi), Howard King (Beroviero), Alex Raff (Pasquale), A.C. Bartleman (Venier), Ferne Boyle (the nurse). 

- Musicians incl. Mrs Raff (piano). 
 

 "Dalmatian, The." Argus (Melbourne) 26 June 1926, 22. 

 "Damatian at the Playhouse, The. " Table Talk (Melbourne) 10 June 1926, 60. 

 "Dalmatian: Miss McBurney's Grand Opera, The." Age (Melbourne) 26 June 1926, 16.      [see also prev. 21 June 1926, 14] 

"Grand Opera by Melbourne Composer: The Dalmatian Produced for Charity." Table Talk (Melbourne) 1 July 1926, 58. 
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1927 
 

BELOVED VAGABOND:  [musical]  Lib/Lyr. Adrian Ross; Mus. Dudley Glass 

 The Beloved Vagabond was inspired by W.J. Locke's novel (1906) and the 1908 stage adaptation (produced in London at His 

Majesty's Theatre by Sir Herbert Tree). Dudley Glass, described as "Melbourne's Brilliant Young Composer" ("Duke of York's," 

10), began to write the score shortly after having arrived in London, having left Australia via New York. Englishman Adrian Ross 

was commissioned to write the libretto. The production premiered at London's Duke of York Theatre on 1 September, later 

transferring to the New Theatre, where it continued until 3 December. With a run of 107 performances, The Beloved Vagabond 

made the Who's Who in the Theatre listing of record London runs. 

 The impassioned story is told in retrospect by the aged Paragot, a pious man who once loved a beautiful but faithless English 

lady. Paragot bears himself through the many loveless years waiting for Joanna's eyes to be opened, only to find what he desired 

on his own doorstep when Blanquette, who has herself waited the long years, opens his eyes to her love.  

 For the Australian production The Age noted that Glass had "found a truly romantic 

theme in his [this] popular story" and that "his music transformed it" ("Beloved Vagabond," 

12); while the Argus critic indicated that he or she found the songs "tuneful and varied; 

they fit in gracefully with the story, and are very much better in texture and quality than 

the songs we expect in the usual musical play" ("Mr Thring," 12). However, such 

comments were a far cry from the view expressed by the London Times critic, who wrote 

"[Ranalow] has little to sing that is worth singing, but neither has anybody else; the 

music, in short, is characterless" ("Duke of York's," 10). The Sydney Morning Herald's 

"Music and Drama" column includes several insights into the 1927 English premiere 

published in London newspapers. "Paragot would no doubt have detested jazz," the Daily 

Telegraph reviewer suggests. "Mr Glass was probably wise in harking back in his music 

to an earlier and far less strident mode and manner. On the whole, he catches happily 

enough the spirit of Mr Adrian Ross's prettily-fashioned lyrics, and if his music nowhere 

reveals a personal note, the composer at least follows good models, and never offends the 

ear with vulgarity or meaningless noise. He aims, indeed, at refinement and generally 

achieves it.' The Daily News finds that Mr Glass has real talent for fluent vocal writing" 
(ctd. "Beloved Vagabond." 15 Oct. 1927, 12). 

 Eric Irvin in his paper on Dudley Glass makes the following observation concerning the relative success of the Australian 

production of The Beloved Vagabond's. It was a "smash hit," writes Irvin. "Population size for population size, this figure [48 

performances in Melbourne] at least equals, and may even have excelled, the record London run" (404). The Sydney season was 

almost as successful as the Melbourne one, running for 41 performances. 

1927: Duke of York's Theatre, London (England); 1 Sept. – ca. 23 Oct; New Theatre (London); 24 Oct. - 3 Dec. 

  - Dir. Dion Boucicault.  

  - Cast incl. Frederick Ranalow (Paragot), Lillian Davies (Joanna Rushworth), Mabel Russell (Mrs Hilton Philipson  

   M.P.), Walter Bird, Carlito Ackroyd, Leslie French (Blanquette), Frank Harvey (an English major). 

1934: Princess Theatre, Melbourne; 21 Apr. - 16 June   [48 pfms] 

  - Dir. Claude Flemming; Prod. F.W. Thring (Efftee Stage Productions); M Dir.  Fred Quintrell; Chor. Jennie Brennan  

    and Margaret Berry; S Mngr.  Claude Flemming; S Art. W.R. Coleman, George Kenyon and Rupert Brown; Vocal  

    Ensemble Arr. Howard Carr. 

  - Cast incl Gladys Moncrief (Joanna, Contessa De Vernet), Robert Chisholm (Paragot), George Wallace (Asticot), Bryl  

    Walkley (Blanquette De Veau), John Dobbie (Wellington), Eve Alwyn, Thelma Kurtzman, Francis Ogilvie, Ashton  

    Jarry,  Nancy Cocking, Phillip Peake, Patricia Wenman, Phillis Glen, Noel Boyd, Harold Meade, Phyllis Baker,  

    Russell Scott, Norman Shepherd. 

  -  Most of the cast for this production had been involved in Collits' Inn, produced by F.W. Thring the previous year. As  

    with that production The Beloved Vagabond also utilised the revolving stage. 

1934: New Tivoli Theatre, Sydney 24 Aug. - 10 Oct.  [41 pfms] 

  - Cast and production mostly as for Melbourne season. The lessee was Tivoli Circuit Australia Pty Ltd 

  - A special excursion/theatre offer was made to residents of the Blue Mountains for 3 October, allowing them a full  

    Day's trip to Sydney to see the Harbour Bridge plus attend a performance that evening, all for 9/- return train trip and  

    theatre ticket.    
 

 "Beloved Vagabond, The." Sydney Morning Herald 15 Oct. 1927, 12. 

 "Beloved Vagabond - Colourful, Romantic Musical Play, The." Age (Melbourne) 23 Apr. 1934, 12. 

 "Beloved Vagabond - Charming Musical Play, The." Sydney Morning Herald  25 Aug. 1934, 16. 

 "Duke of York's Theatre: The Beloved Vagabond." Times (London, England)  2 Sept. 1927, 10. 

 Irvin, Eric.  "Around the World with Music." Australian Journal of Historical Studies 10 (1989), 401-4. 

 "Mr Thring Scores Again." Argus (Melbourne) 23 Apr. 1934, 12. 

 Sydney Morning Herald 27 Aug. 1934, 2.  Advert. 
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1930 
 

THE TOYMAKER OF NUREMBERG:  [play with music]  Txt Adap. Adrian Ross and Austin Strong;  

 Mus. Dudley Glass 

While in America in the late 1920s Dudley Glass met the dramatist Austin Strong and became interested in one of his works, 

The Toymaker of Nuremberg. First produced in 1910 (19 performances) it later been given several London and provincial revivals. 

Glass persuaded Strong to rewrite the play with Adrian Ross, and then set the work to music. Although the premiere production 

was relatively successful, it did not match the record run of Glass's previous success, The Beloved Vagabond (1927). Eric Irvin 

notes, too, that the production did its best business during a tour of England's provincial theatres (403). 

The story sees the Toymaker's eldest son, Adolf, arrives in the nick of 

time to stop his father from emigrating, and subsequently saves David and 

Greta from separating. The family dachshund is also diverted from its attempt 

to retrieve the family fortunes by rounding up cattle in the USA. 

Although the London Times critic found the premiere somewhat under 

prepared, the review proposes that subsequent performances would no doubt 

see the glitches fixed. The critic writes, for example: "Mr Glass's music needs 

only to be sung with more assurance to become a graceful adornment to so 

sentimental a tale … The outstanding virtue of the play is that it is true  

to its own romantic colours. The admirable songs of  the Gresham Singers have 

been blessed by the moon, and the Ballet, thank heaven, does not scorn to be 

pretty in the same tradition. Nothing is ugly, nothing grotesque, nothing smart" 

("Kingsway Theatre," 10). 

The Australian premiere of The Toymaker of Nuremberg was a radio 

broadcast which Glass adapted and produced for the Australian Broadcasting 

Commission (ABC) during a three month visit to the country beginning in 

May 1947. It was given a repeat broadcast in September that same year after 

the composer had already left for an American tour. 

1930: Kingsway Theatre, London (England); 20 Dec. 1930 - 24 Jan. 1931 

[32 pfms] 

  - Cast:  Frederick Ranalow (The Toymaker), Alan Durai (Adolf),  

     Vivienne Chatterton (The Maid), Leslie Holland (The Handy  

     Man), Dewey Gibson (The Sentry), Lewis Shaw (David), Arthur  

     Stanley  (The Sergeant), Lawrence Baskcomb), Anne Bolt (Greta),  

     Alex Frizell (The Wife), Roy Byford (The Employer), The  

     Gresham Singers. 

1947: ABC Radio broadcast; (ca. May-July) 

1947: ABC Radio broadcast; 2 Sept. 
 

Irvin, Eric.  "Around the World with Music." Australian Journal of Historical Studies  10 (1989), 402- 3. 

 "Kingsway Theatre: The Toymaker of Nuremburg." Times (London, England) 22 Dec. 1930, 10. 
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1931 
 

THE DEVIL TAKE HER:  [comic opera]  Lib/Lyr. Alan Collard and John B. Gordon; Add Lyr. Cedric Cliffe;  

 Mus. Arthur Benjamin 

♪  Boosey and Hawks, 1932. 

 A one act comic opera with prologue, The Devil Take Her is set in the 15
th

 century living room of the Poet. His Wife, who 

has been speechless since birth, is cured by a famous surgeon after being urged by the Poet to help her. Immediately she is able to 

speak the Wife becomes a virago. She abuses the surgeon, drives away the neighbours, terrorises the kitchen maid and reviles the 

Poet. Appeals are in vain, and eventually the poet, who has been tested beyond endurance, appeals "let the Devil take her." The 

Devil immediately appears but he too is unable to deal with the Wife. The Poet and the Devil escape, leaving the Wife alone to 

explain the moral - "be rather dumb than scold like me." 

 The major roles in the opera are: The Wife, The Poet, The Neighbour, The Doctor, The Devil and The Maid, with secondary 

characters being First Woman, Second Woman, Third Woman, A Sweep, A Blind Beggar, Doctor's First Attendant, Doctor's 

Second Attendant, Watchman, Orange Seller and Bird Seller. 

 The lyrics for "Blind Beggar's Song" and "Drinking Song" were written by Cedric Cliffe. The score is written for 2 flutes, 2 

oboes, 2 bassoons, 4 horns, 2 trumpets, 3 tubas, timpani, tuba, percussion, piano, strings.  

1931: Royal College of Music, London (England); 11 Dec. 

  - Cond. Sir Thomas Beecham. 

1941: Juilliard School, New York, USA; 13 Feb. 

1953: Tivoli Theatre, Melbourne; ca. Sept. 

                 - Dir. Robin Lovejoy; Prod. National Theatre Movement Opera 

                   Company; M Dir/Cond. John Anthill. 

                 - Cast incl. Frank Lisle. 

1953: Tivoli Theatre, Sydney; ca. Sept. 

                 - Cast and productions as for previous Melbourne season. 

1961: New South Wales State Conservatorium of Music, Sydney; 23, 25  

                May 

  - Dir. Hilda Mulligan; Cond. Leo Demant; Prod. Sir Bernard Heinz. 

  - Musicians/Cast: Conservatorium Opera School. 

  - Presented as part of the Conservatorium's "Scenes From Opera" 

                   season. The other "scenes" were Act 4 from Verdi's Othello and Act 2  

                  from Manon by Massenet. 

1994: Victorian tour, Gippsland Chamber Opera; ca. June/July   

  - Dir. Elaine Winter; M Dir. John Clancy 

  - Presented as part of an evening's entertainment entitled "An Evening  

                  of British Opera." 

 
        

. 
 

 
 

 

 

L-R: Robin Lovejoy and Frank Lisle (1953) 
National Theatre Movement Opera Company 

Source: National Library of Australia 

Robin Lovejoy Collection 
 

Saunders, Helen. "Devil Take Her to Sale, The."  Opera Australasia Apr. (1994), 5. 

        Quaintance, Eaton. Opera Production: A Handbook. Minneapolis, Minnesota, USA: University of Minnesota Press (1961), 177-8 
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1933 
 

THE SHIP OF HEAVEN:  [music theatre]  Txt. Hugh McCrae; Mus. Alfred Hill 

 Although the text for The Ship of Heaven was written sometime around 1923 by Hugh McCrae, it was not given a theatrical 

production until 1933 when Doris Fitton produced it at her North Sydney Independent Theatre Company. McCrae is said to have 

wanted Alfred Hill to write the music for it right from the beginning, but it was not until the pair met some number of years later 

that the project was raised. According to the Sydney Morning Herald's "Music and Drama" column, when Hill read the script "he 

became fired with enthusiasm, and set to work on the score" shortly thereafter, completing the work in some three weeks (8).  

 A two act musical fantasy constructed around poetry rather than a prose text, The Ship of Heaven is described in the Sydney 

Morning Herald in 1933 as "simply a sprightly array of nonsense. That is, presumably, what its author intended it to be. Even the 

very slender thread of plot which the printed synopsis affords becomes quite lost in the telling; so that a spectator who failed to 

consult his programme would be utterly disconcerted" ("Ship of Heaven," 6). While not based on a specifically Australian theme, the 

narrative's setting is nevertheless a recognition of Australian literature. The narrative concerns a heavenly ship which once a year 

calls on Earth in order to convey a select body of "quite nice people" to a land "beyond the yellow island moon." Sir Gorgeous 

Gobble, a man of this world who has failed to get aboard the ship, pursues it in his aeroplane. McCrae also introduces witches, 

ghosts and hobgoblins; flowers (represented by pretty ballet girls). The chief  characters  include  "the Devil,  clad in conventional  

red and  heaping  mockery on the troop of choristers; an egregiously tall clergyman, with a proportionately high tubular hat; and a 

doctor who, during an interlude, attends to some patients and is seen cutting a dummy figure and throwing the dismembered 

segments into a furnace" (ibid, 6). 

 The ballets were produced by the leading actor, Misha Buriakov, principal of the Lightfoot-Burlakov School of dancing, 

which provided the members of the ballet ensemble. The choir consisted of members of Richard McCelland and Roland Foster. 

The Sydney Morning Herald review records that "during the first interval the audience was surprised to hear energetic bangings 

and sounds of rending wood from amongst the orchestral players. Apparently dissatisfied with the rostrum that had been built for 

him, Mr Hill had emerged, equipped with a hammer and proceeded to break the structure in pieces" (ibid, 6). 

1933: Savoy Theatre (Sydney); 7, 14, 21, 28 Oct., 4. Nov.  [Saturday performances only] 

  - Dir. Doris Fitton; Cond. Alfred Hill; Chor. Misha Buriakov; S Art. Dr Don Finley and Eva Kuraz; Cost. Mahdi  

    McCrae. 

  - Cast incl. Misha Buriakov, Maisie Buchanan, Lorna McKean, Pauline Henriques, Robert Scott, Harold Tollemache,  

    Richard Parry. 
 

 "Amusements: Independent Theatre, The." Sydney Morning Herald 4 Nov. 1933, 10. 

 D.S. "McCrae in Heaven." Bulletin (Sydney) 6 June 1951, 2.    [D.S. is Douglas Stewart] 

 Fitzgerald, Robert D.  "Ship of Heaven: A Musical Fantasy in Three Acts." Meanjin 10.3 (1951), 307, 309, 311.        

 McCreadie, Andrew D. "Alfred Hill (1870-1960): Some Backgrounds and Perspectives for an Historical Edition." Miscellanea  

  Musicologica: Adelaide Studies in Musicology 3 (1968), 205. 

 Moore, William.  "The Development of Australian Drama." Best Australian One-Act Plays (1937), xix-xxvii.      

 O'Brien, C.J.H.  "Play-Field 'En Espagne.'" Southerly 12.4 (1951), 216-18.     

 "Ship of Heaven: A Musical Fantasy, The." Sydney Morning Herald 9 Oct. 1933, 6. 

 "Sundry Shows." Bulletin  (Sydney) 11 Oct. 1933, 18. 

 "Music and Drama: Theatrical Events." Sydney Morning Herald 30 Sept. 1933, 8. 
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